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SCET 2017  Conference Program Guide 

Part I  SCET 2018 Conference Schedule 

 

Time: April 23-25, 2018 

Location: Guilin Grand Link Hotel, Guilin, China 

 

Date Time Lobby, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

April 23 14:00-17:00 Registration 

Date Time 象山厅 Elephant Trunk Hill Hall 叠彩厅 Diecai Hall 临桂厅 Lingui Hall 

April 24 

09:00-12:00 

Material, Chemical & 

Pharmaceutical 

Engineering: 

 

Invited Speech Session I 

 

Chair: Prof. Laichang 

Zhang 

Coffee Break: 10:30-10:40 

 Applied and Engineering 

Mathematics: 

 

 

Invited Speech Session I 

 

Chair: Prof. Wanyang Dai 

Coffee Break: 10:30-10:40 

Advances in Physics: 

 

 

 

Invited Speech Session I 

 

Chair: Prof. Donald C 

Chang 

Coffee Break: 10:30-10:40 

12:00-13:30                                       Lunch        [悠兰咖啡厅 Royal Orchid Café, 1st Floor] 

Time 象山厅 Elephant Trunk Hill Hall 叠彩厅 Diecai Hall 临桂厅 Lingui Hall 

14:00-18:00 

Material, Chemical & 

Pharmaceutical 

Engineering: 

 

Invited Speech Session II & 

Technical Session I  

 

Chair:  

Coffee Break: 16:00-16:10 

Applied and Engineering 

Mathematics: 

 

Invited Speech Session II  

 

Chair: Dr. Manu Pratap 

Singh 

Coffee Break: 16:00-16:10 

Advances in Physics: 

 

 

Technical Session  

 

Chair: Prof. Chumin Wang 

Coffee Break: 16:00-16:10 

18:00-19:30 Dinner       [悠兰咖啡厅 Royal Orchid Café, 1st Floor] 

Date Time 象山厅 Elephant Trunk Hill Hall 叠彩厅 Diecai Hall 

April 25 
08:30-12:00 

Material, Chemical & Pharmaceutical 

Engineering:  

 

Technical Session II 

 

 

Chair:  

Coffee Break: 10:30-10:40 

Material, Chemical & Pharmaceutical 

Engineering:  

 

Technical Session III 

 

 

Chair: Dr. David Moody 

Coffee Break: 10:30-10:40 

12:00-13:30 Lunch      [悠兰咖啡厅 Royal Orchid Café, 1st Floor] 

April 26 07:00-19:00 One Day Tour 

http://www.engii.org/scet2017/AEMS.aspx
http://www.engii.org/scet2017/AEMS.aspx
http://www.engii.org/scet2017/AEMS.aspx
http://www.engii.org/scet2017/CAPS.aspx
http://www.engii.org/scet2017/AEMS.aspx
http://www.engii.org/scet2017/AEMS.aspx
http://www.engii.org/scet2017/CAPS.aspx
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Part II   Invited Speeches   

Material, Chemical & Pharmaceutical Engineering 

Invited Speech 1: Functional application of iron-based metallic glasses in 

catalysis technology 

Speaker: Prof. Laichang Zhang, Edith Cowan University, Australia 

Time: 08:30-09:10, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Elephant Trunk Hill Hall (象山厅), 2
nd

 Floor, Guilin Grand Link 

Hotel 

 

Abstract 

The metallic glasses as new catalysts in industrial wastewater treatment have 

to compete with mature catalysts, such as iron ions/salts or zero valent iron 

(ZVI). Our research showed that using liquid metals as the catalysts exhibit many superior 

advantages compared to the conventional industrial catalysts. The superiorities can be concluded 

as ‘eSEE‘ (e-environmental, S-Sustainable, E-Economy and E-Efficiency. (E: Environmental) 

Compared to the current utilization of iron powders/salts/ions as catalysts in the industry (producing 

large amount of iron sludge), there is no additional cost on disposing secondary pollution, since no 

secondary pollution will be generated during the dye degradation by using liquid metals as catalysts; 

(S: Sustainable) Compared to the iron powders/salts/ions (hard to recycle and reused), the liquid 

metal having soft magnetic property exhibits ultra-sustainable and reusable capabilities for 

wastewater treatment (up to 30 times reusability without losing catalytic property).(E: Economy) 

Compared to the complicated manufacturing process of commercial iron powders, the glassy ribbon 

has been large-scale produced by melt-spinning method for many applications, the estimated price in 

the market is only a few dollars per kilogram. (E: Efficiency) Compared to the commercial iron 

powders (crystalline structure), the liquid metal catalyst in amorphous state presents 1000 times 

higher reactivity for dye degradation. The dye degradation (within 10 min) and mineralization 

(within 20 min) efficiency is ultrafast under optimum parameters control.  

 

The results suggest that the designed Fe78Si9B13 and Fe73.5Si13.5B9Cu1Nb3 MGs present a 

superior catalytic performance making them more desirable than the commercial used crystalline 

Fe-based catalysts. Therefore, this research demonstrates that through proper elemental and atomic 

structure design it is possible to develop new catalysts with favorable catalytic performance better 

than the current employed commercial catalysts for the industrial water treatment application 
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Invited Speech 2: Thermoelectric transport in segmented metallic nanowires 

Speaker: Prof. Chumin Wang, National Autonomous University, Mexico 

Time: 09:10-09:50, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Elephant Trunk Hill Hall (象山厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link 

Hotel 

 

Abstract 

Direct conversion between thermal and electrical energies by thermoelectric 

devices is becoming an important alternative for the clean energy generation. 

Nanowires seem to be promising candidates, whose efficiency is determined by the dimensionless 

thermoelectric figure-of-merit (ZT) that can be calculated by using the Boltzmann formalism [1]. 

The inherent correlation between the thermoelectric quantities, such as electrical and thermal 

conductivities, makes difficult to improve the value of ZT. For example, there is a proportional 

relationship between these two conductivities in metals, according to the Wiedemann-Franz law, 

becausevalence electrons carry both electric charge and heat energy. In general, these two 

conductivities are relatively easy to measure but quite difficult to model at the atomic scale, sincethe 

multiple scattering out of thermodynamic equilibrium should be included. Moreover, for 

non-periodic heterostructures, the absence of reciprocal space requires new methods for their study. 

Nowadays, the electronic states in artificial structures is of great importance in the condensed matter 

physics and materials science, because they introduce many new physical properties essential for 

industrial applications of nanoscale devices. In general, the structural disorder of a solid can 

profoundly modify the localization and transport of its elementary excitations. For example, the 

single electronic states are all extended in periodic lattices and exponentially localized in randomly 

disordered systems of one and two dimensions [2]. 

 

It is well known that the metals are poor thermoelectric materials. However,segmented nanowires 

have a band structure by design, which combines with a properly placed chemical potential by 

applying a gate voltage could archive a good thermoelectric power [3,4]. In this work, we present a 

comparative study of the thermoelectricity in periodic and quasiperiodically segmented nanowires 

with macroscopic length by using a novel renormalization plus convolution method [5] developed 

for the Kubo-Greenwood formula,in which tight-binding and Born models are respectively used for 

the study of electric and lattice thermal conductivities [6]. This method combines the convolution 

theorem with the real-space renormalization technique, being able to address multidimensional 

non-periodic systems with 10^{24} atoms. Analytical solutions of the Kubo-Greenwood formula are 

found for the ballistic DC and AC conductivities in periodic nanowires, where quantized DC 

conductance steps are observed, in agreement with experimental data [7]. Finally, our results confirm 

the existence of a maximum ZT around electronic band edges, whose magnitude grows with the 

reduction of nanowire cross-section area. Moreover, we observe a clear enhancement of ZT in 

quasiperiodically segmented nanowires with respect to the periodic ones, mainly due to the reduction 

of its thermal conductivity at low temperatures, caused by the scattering of lowfrequencyacoustic 

phononsat the long-range quasiperiodically located interfaces. In fact, it is hard to block the 

transmission of such phonons since they do not feel local defects neither impurities [8].  
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This work has been supported by CONACyT-252943 and UNAM-DGAPA-IN106317. 

Computations were performed at Miztli of DGTIC-UNAM. 

 

[1] T.M. Tritt (Ed.), Thermal Conductivity-Theory, Properties and Applications (Kluwer, 2004) p. 3. 

[2] E. Abrahams, P.W. Anderson, D.C. Licciardello, and T.V. Ramakrishnan, Phys. Rev. Lett. 42, 

673 (1979). 

[3] Y. Tian, M.R. Sakr, J.M. Kinder, D. Liang, M.J. MacDonald, R.L.J. Qiu, H.-J. Gao, and X.P.A. 

Gao, Nano Lett.12, 6492 (2012). 

[4] S.C. Andrews, M.A. Fardy, M.C. Moore, S. Aloni, M. Zhang, V. Radmilovicbd and P. Yang, 

Chem. Sci.2, 706 (2011). 

[5] V. Sanchez and C. Wang, Phys. Rev. B70, 144207 (2004). 

[6] C. Wang, F. Salazar, and V. Sanchez, Nano Lett. 8, 4205 (2008). 

[7] R. de Picciotto, H.L. Stormer, L.N. Pfeiffer, K.W. Baldwin, and K.W. West, Nature411, 51 

(2001). 

[8] J. E. Gonzalez, V. Sanchez, and C. Wang, J. Electron. Mater. 46, 2724 (2017). 

 

 

Invited Speech 3: Development of functional nanomaterials for material 

characterization and chemical analysis 

Speaker: Prof. C. Bor Fuh, National Chi Nan University, Chinese Taipei 

Time: 09:50-10:30, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018  

Location: Elephant Trunk Hill Hall (象山厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link 

Hotel 

 

Abstract 

Functional nanomaterials have been widely used for various applications of 

industry, biochemistry and biomedicine. The advantages of functional 

nanomaterials have been known and applied in many new applications. This presentation would 

show the development of functional nanomaterials for material characterization and biochemical 

analyses using various functional nanoparticles as examples.  Several functional nanomaterials 

characterization and model biomarkers would be used to demonstrate the applications.  Useful 

functional nanocomosite materials would also be presented with potential applications. In 

comparison with other methods, this method has lower detection limit and wider linear range.  The 

objectives of this study are providing a simple, fast, sensitive, and selective analysis for particles, 

proteins, and other biomaterials. 
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Invited Speech 4: Discovery of magnetic topological semimetal state in NdSb 

Speaker: Prof. Changjin Zhang, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China 

Time: 10:40-11:20, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Elephant Trunk Hill Hall (象山厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link 

Hotel 

 

Abstract 

NdSb, which has an antiferromagnetic ground state below 15 K, is changed 

into a ferromagnetic state under high magnetic field. Our band structure 

calculations and magnetoresistance results demonstrate that NdSb is a Weyl semimetal in its 

antiferromagnetic state and it is turned into a three-dimensional Dirac semimetal in ferromagnetic 

state. Moreover, a field-induced Fermi surface reconstruction is observed, in response to the change 

of spin polarization. The observation of topological semimetal state in a magnetic material provides 

an opportunity to investigate the magneto-topological phenomena. 

 

 

Invited Speech 5: Sorption Study of a Starch Biopolymers as Alternative 

Desiccant Coatings for Energy Wheels 

Speaker: Dr. Lee D. Wilson, University of Saskatchewan, Canada 

Time: 11:20-12:00, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Elephant Trunk Hill Hall (象山厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link 

Hotel 

 

Abstract 

This study reports on the unique water vapor adsorption properties of starch 

particles (SP15) with a particle diameter (dp) of 15 µm, surface area (SA) 2.89 

m2/g and pore width (Pw) 80 Å.  SP15is an alternative desiccantfor air-to-air energy exchangers 

due to its unique adsorption-desorption water vapour properties. SP15was compared against high 

amylose starch (HAS15; SA = 0.56 m2/g, dp = 15 µm, Pw = 46 Å) and silica gel (SG13; SA = 478 

m2/g, dp = 13 µm, Pw = 62 Å). Transient water vapor tests were performed using a custom built 

small-scale energy exchanger coated with SP15, HAS15, and SG13, respectively. The water swelling 

(%) for SP15 was ca. two orders of magnitude greater with markedly higher (ca. 3- and 6-fold) water 

vapor uptake compared to HAS15 and SG13, respectively. The water vapour adsorption properties of 

the SP15-system was improved (4%-31%) relative to the HAS15 and SG13 systems, where ca. 98 % 

regeneration was achieved for SP15 under mild conditions. This contribution reports on the utility of 

starch particles as promising desiccant coatings in air-to-air energy exchanger systems.    
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Invited Speech 6: Discovery of new superconductors and CO2-stable oxygen 

permeation membranes 

Speaker: Dr. Huixia Luo, Sun Yat-sen University, China 

Time: 14:00-14:40, Tuesday Afternoon, April 24, 2018  

Location: Elephant Trunk Hill Hall (象山厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link 

Hotel 

 

Abstract 

MX2 Layered transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs, M = Mo, W, V, Nb, 

Ta, Ti, Zr, Hf, and Re, and X = Se, S or Te), have long been of interest due to 

the rich electronic properties that emerge due to their low dimensionality. A serial of new TMDC 

superconductors were designed and prepared by combining with theory and experimental methods. 

On the other hand, severe global warming change induced by the emission of a major greenhouse gas 

CO2, which mainly produced by the traditional power generation system, demanding innovative 

strategies to reduce the CO2 emission. An integration of such oxygen transport membranes (OTMs) 

into oxy-fuel power plants can facilitate CO2 capture and sequestration strategies to reduce CO2 

emission, and enable thermal integration and energy savings to realize the process with the highest 

efficiency. Therefore, the design and synthesis of new CO2-stable membranes materials by one pot 

method targeted for CO2 capture is highly desired. 
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Invited Speech 7: Degradation of Waste Activated Sludge by Photocatalytic 

Reactor 

Speaker: Prof. Hossein Ganjidoust, Tarbiat Modares University, Iran 

Time: 14:40-15:20, Tuesday Afternoon, April 24, 2018  

Location: Elephant Trunk Hill Hall (象山厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link 

Hotel 

 

Abstract 

In this study, the influence of Waste Activated Sludge (WAS) pre-treatment in a 

back-light photo catalytic reactor was investigated. The effects of TiO2 

concentration and WAS dilution rate on its degradation were examined. The results have indicated 

that the back-light photo catalytic reactor could overcome the negative effect of high WAS 

concentration by changing UV source position. Decrease in Total Chemical Oxygen Demand 

(TCOD) indicated that pre-treatment could cause WAS mineralization. TCOD decreased by 37% in 

the pre-treatment of undiluted WAS with 80 g/m2 TiO2 concentration after 3 hours and 20 minutes. 

The Changes in soluble polysaccharide concentration and Soluble Chemical Oxygen Demand 

(SCOD), as well as a decrease in Volatile Suspended Solids (VSS), indicated that pre-treatment 

could also cause WAS solubilisation. Pre-treatment with 6-fold diluted WAS and 40 g/m2 TiO2 

concentration produced the best experimental condition for WAS solubilisation. Additionally, photo 

catalytic pre-treatment enhanced biogas volume production from 2% to 14% in comparison with the 

control group. The analysis of variance indicated that the WAS dilutions and TiO2 concentrations 

are effective parameters on TCOD, SCOD, VSS and soluble polysaccharide changes. 

Keywords: sludge minimization; photo catalytic reaction; bio-solids management; mineralization 

 

 

Invited Speech 8: Challenges in Conducting In-Use Stability Studies 

Speaker: Prof. Yong Guo, Fairleigh Dickinson University, USA 

Time: 15:20-16:00, Tuesday Afternoon, April 24, 2018  

Location: Elephant Trunk Hill Hall (象山厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link 

Hotel 

 

Abstract 

In-use stability is typically conducted during drug development to establish a 

period of time during which ―a multidose product can be used whilst retaining 

quality within an accepted specification once the container is opened‖ [1]. It is particularly important 

to the parenteral products that need reconstitution/dilution before patient administration in hospital 

pharmacies. Physical, chemical and microbial aspects should be considered in designing and 

conducting the in-use stability studies. Unlike conventional stability studies for drug products, the 

in-use stability studies face several unique challenges. First, there is not sufficient regulatory 
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guidance. Second, the properties of the active drug ingredient (e.g., degradation) and formulation 

design may require special consideration. Third, the availability of required batches and the ability of 

analytical labs to simulate compounding practices present additional challenges in conducting the 

in-use stability.  

The presentation focuses on a case study on the in-use stability study on an oncology drug available 

in lyophilized powder for injection. The active drug compound is very unstable once reconstituted 

and diluted in the IV fluids, but requires different infusion time for different indications. The design 

of the in-use stability study takes into consideration of the following factors: different drug 

concentration levels in the IV bag (0.1 – 1.0 mg/mL), various types of IV fluids (e.g., normal saline, 

5% dextrose), stability of the reconstituted solution before dilution, storage time under refrigeration, 

and infusion time. The HPLC method for drug product assay was found to be unsuitable for the 

analysis of the in-use stability samples. Therefore a new HPLC method was developed and validated 

specifically for the in-use stability study. Multiple in-use stability studies were performed to collect 

both the physical and chemical stability data. In addition to the assay data of the active drug, 

degradation products were also analyzed to ensure the safety of the IV solutions. Degradation 

kinetics of the active drug in the IV fluids was thoroughly understood based on the large volume of 

the in-use stability data, and the storage time of the diluted IV solutions was established. 

Keywords: In-use stability, drug degradation, degradation kinetics, storage time 

References: 

[1] Committee for Proprietary Medical Products (CPMP), Note for Guidance on In-use Stability 

Testing of Human Medicinal Products, The European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal 

Products, 1 March 2001. 

  

PURPOSE: In-use stability is typically conducted during drug development to establish a period of 

time during which ―a multidose product can be used whilst retaining quality within an accepted 

specification once the container is opened‖. The lack of clearly regulatory guidance, the availability 

of required formulation batches and the ability of analytical labs to simulate compounding practices 

present special challenges in conducting the in-use stability. This presentation focuses on an 

oncology drug that is very unstable once reconstituted and diluted in the IV fluids, but requires 

different infusion time for different indications. 

METHODS: The design of the in-use stability study takes into consideration of the following factors: 

different drug concentration levels in the IV bag (0.1 – 1.0 mg/mL), various types of IV fluids 

(normal saline, 5% dextrose), storage conditions (room temperature and refrigeration). The samples 

were taken at pre-determined time points and analyzed using a validation HPLC method. The 

stability data was analyzed using a linear model. 

RESULTS: A new HPLC method was developed and validated to analyze the reconstituted and 

diluted drug solutions for the in-use stability study. The drug showed degradation in all the IV fluids 

at room temperature and under refrigeration. The rates of decrease in drug assay were calculated for 

each IV fluid and each storage condition. 

CONCLUSIONS: The in-use stability study was successfully conducted after overcoming several 

technical challenges. Degradation kinetics of the active drug in the IV fluids was thoroughly 

understood based on the in-use stability data. This will help pharmacists to determine the proper 

storage time of the diluted IV solution to ensure patient safety. 
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Invited Speech 9: A Quality-by-Design Approach for Drug Stability Prediction 

and Packaging Selection 

Speaker: Dr. Likun Wang, Jiangsu Hengrui Medical Co. Ltd., China 

Time: 16:10-16:50, Tuesday Afternoon, April 24, 2018  

Location: Elephant Trunk Hill Hall (象山厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

Stability is an important feather for both drug substance and drug product as both 

safety and efficacy of drug product can be influenced by stability behavior. 

However, current acceleratedstability testing recommend by ICH is not able to 

predict long-term stability while taking considerably long time, i.e. 3 or 6 months. In this 

presentation a quality-by-design approach for drug stabilityprediction and packaging selection was 

presented. Moisture-sensitivity corrected Arrihnius equation was used to model the degradation 

kinetics while the water sorption behavior of drug substance/product is measured by a dynamic 

vapor sorption (DVS) system.Moisture vapor transmissionrate (MVTR) of different packaging 

materials, i.e. PVC, Aclar, were measured and Monte-Carlo simulation was used to estimate the 

confidence intervalof predicted degradant(s). Samples were stressed under combination conditions of 

different temperature, relative humidity for different time. Shorter stressing time was used for more 

aggressive stressing conditions in order to reach isoconverstion state as much as possible. Impurity 

was then quantified by HPLC and activation energy (Ea), moisturesensitivity term (B) can be 

obtained by surface-fitting experimental data into modifiedArrihniusequation. Drug 

substance/product stability as a function of packaging materials and storage conditions can be 

predicted reliably by the model. Case studies of using accelerated stability assessment program 

(ASAP) for stability prediction of different solid-state forms and drug product are also given. 

 

 

Applied and Engineering Mathematics 

Invited Speech 1: Zero-sum or non-zero-sum stochastic differential game with 

Levy Big Data and BestGo policies   

Speaker: Prof. Wanyang Dai, Nanjing University, China  

Time: 08:30-09:10, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Diecai Hall (叠彩厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

We formulate a stochastic differential game (SDG) problem with the aim to 

intelligently find BestGo competing or sharing policies for a general number 
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of q players. The SDG is driven by Levy Big Data (i.e., a general-dimensional vector Levy process). 

It can be used to model either zero-sum resource-competing or non-zero-sum resource-sharing 

real-world game problems (e.g., the ones concerning transmission and switching in communication 

and energy systems or even the well-known ones based on AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero in mastering 

the Game of Go). By establishing a vector-form Ito-Ventzell's formula and a 4-tuple vector-field 

solution to a unified system of stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs), we get a Pareto 

optimal Nash equilibrium policy process to the SDG. In a zero-sum game, it represents the best win 

or the best effort to a player. However, in a non-zero-sum game, it is a ―win-win‖ policy to all the 

players, which not only represents the optimality to the whole system but also the fairness to all the 

players. Related high-performance supporting quantum-cloud computing facilities with Blockchain 

and simulation example will also be introduced.  

 

Invited Speech 2: Information Theoretic Measures Approach To Characterize 

Lifetime Distribution Functions 

Speaker: Prof. H.C. Taneja, Delhi Technological University, India  

Time: 09:10-09:50, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Diecai Hall (叠彩厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

The ‗residual‘ lifetime distribution means the lifetime distribution of a 

component which has already survived up to some unit of time and the ‗past‘ 

lifetime distribution means the lifetime distribution from the state ‗zero‘ to the 

state ‗t‘ when the unit has been found to survive only up to time t. A conventional approach to 

characterize the life distribution of a component is by measures like hazard rate function and the 

aging of a system is usually described in terms of increasing hazard rate function. We consider the 

information-theoretic measure approach to study the concept of aging and derive measures of 

residual and past uncertainty and inaccuracy. From these we characterize some specific lifetime 

distributions. This has been done both for continuous and discrete parameters cases. 

The content of the proposed lecture will be derived from some of my recent  published work as 

listed below: 

 

1. Kerridge Measure of Inaccuracy for Record Statistics ( Ritu Goel and Vikas Kumar)        

Journal of Information and Optimization Sciences (2017) Accepted. 

2. On Renyi Entropy on Order Statistics (with R. Thapliyal) International Journal of Biomathematics 

(2015) Vol. 8(6), 1- 10. 

3. On Residual Inaccuracy of Order Statistics (with R. Thapliyal) Statistics & Probability Letters 

(2015) Vol;. 97, pp 125-131. 

4. Characterization Results Based on Non additive Entropy of Order Statistics (with Richa Thapliyal) 

Physica- A (2015) 417, 297-303. 

5. Non additive Entropy Measure and Record Value (with Vikas Kumar) Applied Mathematics and 

Information Sciences (2015) Vol.9, no.3, 1-8. 
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6. Stochastic Comparisions of Residual Entropy of Order Statistics and Some Characterization 

Results ( with R.C. Gupta and Richa Thapliyal) Journal of Statistical Theory and Applications(2014) 

Vol.13 No.1, pp 27-37. 

7. A Measure of Inaccuracy in Order Statistics (with Richa Thapliyal) Journal of Statistical Theory 

and Applications(2013) Vol.12, pp 200-207. 

8. On Discrete Residual and Past Measures of Inaccuracy (with Richa Thapliyal and Vikas Kumar) 

Journal of Statistical Theory and Applications(2013) Vol.12,No.1 pp 120-128.  

9. On Dynamic Commulative Entropy of Order Statistics (with Richa Thapliyal and Vikas Kumar) 

Journal of Stat. Appl. Prob.(2013) Vol.2, pp 41-46. 

10. Order Statistics Based Measure of Past Entropy ( with Richa Thapliyal) Mathematical Journal of 

Interdisciplinary Sciences(2013), Vol 1, no.2. pp.63-70. 

11. Entropy and residual Entropy Functions and Some Characterization Results (with R.C. Gupta) 

Pakistan Journal of Statistics and Operations Research ( 2012), Vol.8 No. 3, pp.605-617. 

12. On Length Biased Dynamic Measure of Past Inaccuracy (with Vikas Kumar) Metrika (2012)75, 

73-84. 

13. Classification of Census Using Information theoretic Measure Based ID3 Algorithm  (with 

Kumar Ashok, Chitkara Ashok K, and Vikas Kumar) Int. J. of Maths. Analysis, Vol.8 No.51  pp. 

2511-2518. 

14. Genralized Entropy of Order Statistics ( with Richa Thapliyal ) Applied Mathematics. 2012 ,3, 

1977-1982. 

15. Some Characterization Results on Generalized Cumulative Residual Entropy Measure (with 

Vikas  Kumar) Statistics & Probability Letters 81 (2011),1072-1077 

16. On Dynamic Renyi Cumulative Residual Entropy Measure (with Vikas Kumar) Journal of 

Statistical Theory and Applications (2011), Vol.10, 491-500. 

17. A Generalized Entropy Based Residual Lifetime Distributions  

(with Vikas Kumar) International  Journal of Biomathematics (2011), 171-184. 

18. A Dynamic Measure of Inaccuracy Between Two Past Lifetime Distributions. (with Vikas 

Kumar and R.Srivastava) Metrika (2011), 74, 1-10. 

19. On Dynamic Cumulative Residual Inaccuracy Measure (with Vikas Kumar), Proceeding at WCE 

Vol. 1, 2012, held at London U.K., July 06-08, 2011. 

 

Invited Speech 3: Hybrid Evolutionary Techniques in Restricted Feed Forward 

Neural Network with distributed error for Classification 

Speaker: Prof. Manu Pratap Singh, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar University, India 

Time: 09:50-10:30, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Diecai Hall (叠彩厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

Pattern recognition is the study of how machine can observe the environment, 

learn to distinguish patterns of interest from their background and make sound 

and reasonable decisions about the categories of the patterns. In spite of more 
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than 50 years of research, design of general-purpose machine pattern recognizer remains an elusive 

goal. Pattern recognition and its application have been studied from very long period of time. There 

are various methods have been proposed to accomplish the task of pattern recognition. The domain 

of pattern recognition has been considered mostly for the hand written curve script or character 

recognition. The new stage in the evolution of hand writing processing results from a combination of 

following elements 

(i) Improvement in recognition task 

(ii) The use of complex systems integrating several kinds of information. 

(iii) The choice of relevant application domains. 

(iv) New technologies such as high quality and high speed scanners and in expensive powerful 

processors. 

Methods and recognition rates depend on the level of constraints on hand writing. The constraints are 

mainly characterized by the types of hand writing, the number of scripter and the spatial layout 

recognition strategies; those heavily depend on the nature of the character set to be recognized. 

Recognition becomes more difficult when the constraint decreases. Intense activities were devoted to 

the character recognition problem during the seventies of the eighties and pretty good results have 

been achieved. Generally, character recognition techniques can be classified based on two criteria: 

(i) The way preprocessing is performed on the data. 

(ii) The type of the decision algorithm. 

Studies indicate that the neural network learning techniques have been found more prominent as the 

selection of decision algorithm for the recognition of hand written character, but it is very difficult to 

find any general investigation which might shed light on the systematic approach of a complete 

neural network system for the automatic recognition of cursive hand written character. There is some 

work has been done on Arabic cursive characters. In this work, a simple and computational efficient 

mapping, which can be used for character recognition by taking the application of hand written 

Arabic characters and explained that it can be used to produce an effective recognition system to 

identify each character uniquely. There are also numbers of neural network models have been 

proposed for hand written character recognition. Among them, the most popular model is the 

multilayer feed forward neural networks which have shown their effectiveness in recognizing hand 

written characters with various writing styles and sizes. However, there approaches can only provide 

or partial solution to real-world data because they have shown insufficient learning capabilities for 

the similar characters. In general, for the case of hand written character recognition with multilayer 

feed forward neural network, hidden units are learned to maximize the useful information from input 

pattern and output units are learned to discriminate the information given from the hidden units. 

Therefore, it seems to be reasonable to provide more information to output units in order to improve 

discrimination and generalization power in recognizing handwritten characters. In this reference the 

recurrent neural network offers a framework suitable for reusing the output values of the neural 

network in training. Many researchers have applied this recurrent neural network to hand written 

character recognition and some of them have shown promising results. However these approaches 

are mostly based on Jorden and Elman recurrent neural networks which were proposed for dynamic 

patterns. Therefore they may be inefficient for recognizing hand written characters which are static 

patterns. In facts, it is also true that the multilayer neural network, trained by the Back-propagation 

(BP) algorithm, is currently the most widely used neural network since it can solve many complex 

pattern recognition problems. The back-propagation algorithm explores the mechanism for training 
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to the neural network by incremental adjustment of the set of weights for the given training set of 

patterns. A common approach is to use two-term algorithm consisting of a learning rate and a 

momentum term. However the back-propagation algorithm has several limitations some of them 

have been identified as: 

 

(1) It requires the neural transfer functions to be differentiable in order to calculate the derivatives 

with respect to the systematic weights. 

(2) The performance index to be minimized is constantly to be mean square error, because a 

non-quadratic performance index (error) many result in very complex performance surface. 

(3) The systematic weights obtained by the algorithm are continuous as a consequence of its 

updating equation of systematic weights. 

(4) The two term BP algorithm in most of the cases trains into the local minima of the unknown 

instantaneous error and also it involves slow convergence speed, which limit the scope for real-time 

application. As local minima is defined as a point such that all points in a neighborhood have an 

error value greater than or equal to the error value in that point . 

(5) The back-propagation learning is based on the gradient descent along the error surface. That is, 

the weight adjustment is proportional to the negative gradient of the error between the desired and 

the actual values of the output of the network. This instantaneous error is due to a given training 

pattern, which can be assumed to the sample function of a random process. Thus the 

back-propagation can be assumed to be a random variable. Therefore, this gradient descent method is 

a stochastic gradient learning method. Hence, due to this stochastic nature, the path to the minimum 

of the error surface will be zigzag. 

(6) Due to the non-quadratic nature of random error the convergence is not guaranteed for the BP 

algorithm. 

(7) The BP algorithm is a local learning rule. When training a network using a local rule, one input 

the sample into the network one by one and each time the semantic weights are updated 

independently on other samples. A step as update of semantic weights included by the input of a 

sample in an optimal solution for this sample, but not for other samples. 

Therefore these limitations are also invariant in variation of the BP algorithm. In principle, it is more 

favorable if each step of the update is an optimal solution for the entire sample. This requires the 

consideration of the whole set of samples globally. An influential example of global rules is the 

pseudo inverse rule used for training single layer networks. 

 

There are various solutions and modifications have been proposed to minimize the limitation of BP 

learning algorithm. In this attempt a global learning rule, called the monte-carlo adaptation algorithm 

has been proposed. The basic idea is to make an adaptation to randomly chosen synaptic weights and 

except the adaptation if it improves the network performance globally. This approach works in a 

refined manner but still it also has no guarantee of convergence and the nature of error is still random 

and back-propagated. 

 

The evolutionary search algorithm i.e. genetic algorithm (GA) is also considered as a better 

alternative to search the global minima and for convergence if the search space is large. As the 

complexity of the search space increases, GA presents an increasingly attractive alternative to 

gradient based techniques such as error, back-propagation algorithm because this algorithm does not 
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really gradient information, they can sample the search space irrespective of where the existing 

solution is to be found while remaining is based toward good solution. There are various good results 

have been reported in the literature with hybrid evolutionary learning algorithm in multilayer feed 

forward neural network architecture for the classification problem and hand written English 

character recognition problem. In this hybrid approach the two term BP learning algorithm has been 

improved with incorporation of genetic algorithm and the improved performance in the terms of 

accuracy and rate of convergence has been observed. In this approach also the fitness performance 

for the weights has been considered with back-propagated error of the current presented pattern 

vector. Hence the performance of network is still depending upon the back-propagated instantaneous 

error. Thus the determination of weights or adjustment of weights is still using the back-propagated 

unknown instantaneous error. 

 

Here in the propose work we are dealing with performance index i.e. instantaneous unknown error in 

different ways instead of considering it in back-propagated nature we are considering it as distributed 

error for the multilayer feed forward neural network, in which the number of units in hidden layer 

and output layers are equal i.e. the restricted multilayer feed forward neural network architecture. 

Thus, the same desired output pattern for a presented input pattern will distribute to every unit of 

hidden layers and output layer. Each unit of hidden layers and output layer has its own actual output 

so the performance measure or the error will different for each layer. Thus, the instantaneous error is 

now distributed instead of back propagated. The hybrid evolutionary algorithm is used as learning 

method in multilayer neural network architecture for the recognition of hand written Hindi characters 

in its basic form i.e. individual character recognition. It rationally improves the efficiency of neural 

network for Hindi character recognition task. In the implementation of hybrid evolutionary algorithm 

the performance index which works as the fitness evaluation function, is defined with distributed 

instantaneous error instead of instantaneous back propagated error only for proposed restricted 

multi-layer feed forward neural network architectures. 

 

 

Invited Speech 4: Mathematics with applications to Biomedical big data 

Speaker: Prof. Guojun Li, Shandong University, China 

Time: 10:40-11:20, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Diecai Hall (叠彩厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

Some mathematical problems in biomedical big data mining will be presented, 

including transcriptome assembly, gene expression biclustering analysis, 

cancer driver gene/pathway prediction etc. It will be presented how important 

the applied mathematics and computer science are in precision medicine, and how many 

opportunities and challenges from the field of life science have been facing to mathematicians and 

computer scientists as well as some progress of mathematical problems from the field of biomedical 

big data. 
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Invited Speech 5: Application of Integral Inequalities to Variational Problems 

Speaker: Prof. Wing-Sum Cheung, The University of Hong Kong, Hong 

Kong (China) 

Time: 11:20-12:00, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Diecai Hall (叠彩厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

The classical method of solving variational problems resorts to handling the 

associated EulerLagrange Equations, which are in general a system of higher 

order nonlinear differential equations and are very difficult, if not impossible, to tackle. For certain 

types of variational problems, suitably devised integral inequalities could easily lead to optimal 

solutions effectively without having to consider the Euler-Lagrange Equations. A few examples of 

this approach will be given. 

 

Invited Speech 6: Exact and Approximate Solutions for Quadratic Constrained 

Quadratic Problems and Their Applications in Passive Source Localization 

Speaker: Dr. Xiaomei Qu, Southwest Minzu University, China 

Time: 14:00-14:40, Tuesday Afternoon, April 24, 2018 

Location: Diecai Hall (叠彩厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

In the past decades, QCQP has become an important class of optimization 

problems that arise in various science and engineering fields. For a general 

non-convex QCQP problem, even establishing (in)feasibility is NP-Hard. A 

popular polynomial-time approximation strategy for obtaining a sub-optimal solution is the 

semidefinite relaxation (SDR) strategy. We found that QCQP with only one quadratic constraint 

possesses hidden convexity and exact solution could be obtained in polynomial time. For the QCQP 

with more than one quadratic constraint, we proposed an iterative approximate method which 

performs a linearization procedure on the quadratic constraints that can be analytically solved. 

Theoretical analysis reveals that the proposed method converges to the global optimal solution if it 

converges. Our methods can be applied in passive source localization with time difference of arrival 

(TDOA) measurements and frequency difference of arrival (FDOA) measurements, and the 

localization accuracy is significantly improved over the previous methods with much less 

computation time requirement. 
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Invited Speech 7: Complex systems and emergence: How theory meets reality 

Speaker: Prof. Jianbo Gao, Institute of Complexity Science & Big Data 

Technology, GXU, China 

Time: 14:40-15:20, Tuesday Afternoon, April 24, 2018 

Location: Diecai Hall (叠彩厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

Emergent behaviors of complex systems have fascinated mankind for aeons. It 

is only in recent decades that extensive efforts have been made to quantitatively 

study them, resulting in important theories and tools such as chaos theory, 

random fractal theory, and multiscale analyses. This talk aims to convey some of the best practices in 

this vast field, emphasizing theory meets reality. As illustrative examples, river flow dynamics, 

world-wide political conflicts, food safety, and culture analytics will be briefly discussed. A versatile 

adaptive filter, which can accurately determine trend, reduce noise, perform fractal and multifractal 

analysis, and process images, will also be presented. 

 

 

Invited Speech 8: Fuzzy Logic Model to Identify the Authenticity of Claim of 

Insurance 

Speaker: Prof. Sanjeev Kumar, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar University, India 

Time: 15:20-16:00, Tuesday Afternoon, April 24, 2018 

Location: Diecai Hall (叠彩厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

The preventive avoidance of cancellation is a key problem facing insurance 

companies. A conversation with the client held prior to latter‘s decision to 

cancel a contract increases the likelihood of contract continuity. So companies 

are in need of reliable expert system that can help them to evaluate the risk of cancellation of the 

policies in future. With the help of fuzzy system it is possible to identify clients who may potentially 

cancel and take timely measure to safeguard the portfolio. Here a model is presented, which is 

designed by using fuzzy mathematics and expert system to provide indicative results on the risk of 

cancellation of the policies in future. 
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Invited Speech 9: Introduction of nonclassical Lie symmetry method for the 

fractional differential equations 

Speaker: Prof. Mir Sajjad Hashemi, University of Bonab, Iran 

Time: 16:10-16:50, Tuesday Afternoon, April 24, 2018 

Location: Diecai Hall (叠彩厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

This presentation is devoted to a class of linear and nonlinear differential 

equations with Riemann-Liouville fractional-order equations. These equations 

are used to describe the physical processes of models possessing memory. 

Nonclassical Lie symmetry analysis and some technical calculations, new infinitesimal generators 

are introduced which give rise to derive the invariant solutions for this class of differential equations. 

 

 

 

Advances in Physics 

Invited Speech 1: Study on the physical basis of mass-energy equivalence: A wave 

hypothesis 

Speaker: Prof. Donald C Chang, Hong Kong University of Science and 

Technology, China  

Time: 08:30-09:10, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Lingui Hall (临桂厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

In classical mechanics, the mass m and energy E are regarded as two 

independent concepts. We now know that this is not exactly true. Energy and 

mass can be converted by the relation E = mc2. This new understanding plays an important role in 

modern physics. A major challenge now is to explain the physical basis behind this relation. 

Historically, it was thought that this relation was due to the principle of relativity (PR). We have 

conducted a careful examination of the literature and found that this general belief is not totally 

supported. The mass-energy equivalence was derived not so much based on PR, but more based on 

Einstein‘s intuitive thinking that radiation and matters behave similarly. Following this hint, we 

explored if the mass-energy equivalence can be explained on the physical basis of wave-particle 

duality.We know both photon and electron can behave as a particle as well as a wave. Can such a wave 

nature account for the deviations from Newtonian mechanics? Indeed, using a wave model which 

treats particles as excitations of the vacuum, we can directly derive the relations and . This 
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demonstrated that both the speed-dependence of mass and the mass-energy equivalence can be based 

on the wave properties of a particle. This wave hypothesis has several advantages; it can naturally 

explain why particles can be created in the vacuum and whya particle cannot travel faster than the 

speed of light.This hypothesis can also be tested in experiment. 

 

Invited Speech 2: Understanding virus self-assembly from X-ray and neutron 

scattering 

Speaker: Prof. Guillaume TRESSET, Université Paris-Sud, France 

Time: 09:10-09:50, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Lingui Hall (临桂厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

Viruses are ubiquitous pathogens in all kingdoms of life and are major public 

health issues. Despite a huge body of work dedicated to the molecular biology 

of viral life cycles, there are currently no physical models accounting for the 

mechanisms by which the hundreds of molecular building blocks making up a virus fit into the final 

structure with a pinpoint accuracy. I will present first the assembly and disassembly pathways of 

empty icosahedral capsids. Kinetic models inferred from time-resolved small-angle X-ray scattering 

(TR-SAXS) data collected with a synchrotron source revealed cooperative mechanisms involving 

unexpected long-lived intermediate species. I will give some insights into the packaging of synthetic 

polyelectrolytes studied by neutron scattering (SANS) at equilibrium and demonstrate a nonspecific 

electrostatic selectivity that may play a crucial role for genome packaging in host cells. The 

nonequilibrium dynamics of genome packaging was investigated as well by TR-SAXS and I will 

show that both cooperative and nucleation-growth pathways can be followed depending on ionic 

conditions. Quite generally, physics provides a useful framework to describe virus self-assembly and 

should eventually support the development of novel therapeutic strategies. 

 

 

Invited Speech 3: Possible Implications for Discovery of Strong Radial Magnetic 

Field at the Galactic Center 

Speaker: Prof. Qiuhe Peng, Nanjing University, China 

Time: 09:50-10:30, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Lingui Hall (临桂厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

An anomaly strong radial magnetic field near the Galactic Center (GC) is 

detected[1] . The lower limit of the radial magnetic field at r=0.12 pc from the 
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GC is  . 

Its Possible scientific significances are following:  

1) The black hole model at the GC is incorrect. The reason is very simple as follows. 

the radiations observed from the region neighbor of the GC are hardly emitted by the gas of accretion 

disk which is prevented from approaching to the GC by the abnormally strong radial magnetic 

field[2]. 

2) This is an anticipated signals for existence of magnetic monopoles(MM)[3]. 

The lower limit of the detected radial magnetic field is quantitatively in agreement with the 

prediction of the paper ―An AGN model with MM‖[4]. 

3) Magnetic monopoles may play a key role in some very important astrophysical problems using the 

Robakov-Callen effect that nucleons may decay catalyzed by MM  

Taking the RC effect as an energy source, we have proposed an unified model for various supernova 

explosion[5] , including to solve the question of the energy source both in the Earth core and in the 

white dwarfs. 

4) We may explain the physical reason of the Hot Big Bang of the Universe with the similar 

mechanism of supernova explosion by using the RC effect as an energy source.   

Reference 

1) Eatough R.P., et al., 2013, ―A strong magnetic field around the supermassive black hole at the 

centre of the Galaxy‖， <Nature>, Vol.591, 391-393. 

2) Qiu-He Peng,  Jing-Jing Liu and  Chi-Kang Chou, 2016 

   ―A possible influence on standard model of quasars and active galactic nuclei in strong magnetic 

field‖,  Astrophys Space Sci (2016) 361:388 

3) Qiu-He Peng, Jing-Jing Liu and Zhong-Qi Ma, 2017, 

“Some new possible anticipated signals for existence of magnetic monopoles?‖ 

New Astronomy, 57 (2017)59-62 

4) Peng Q. and Chou C., 2001,  ―High-Energy Radiation From a Model of Quasars, Active Galactic 

Nuclei, And the Galactic Center With Magnetic Monopoles‖,  

ApJ., 551(2001) L23-L26 

5) Qiu-He Peng , Jing-Jing Liu and Chih-Kang Chou, 2017, 

“ A unified model of supernova driven by magnetic monopoles‖ 

Astrophys Space Sci , 2017, 362;222 

 

Invited Speech 4: Solution-processed exciplex for highly efficient organic 

light-emitting devices 

Speaker: Dr. Guohua Xie, Wuhan University, China 

Time: 10:40-11:20, Tuesday Morning, April 24, 2018 

Location: Lingui Hall (临桂厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

Simplified solution-processed organic light-emitting devices composed of 

exciplex-based co-host and iridium complex-based red emitters were 
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demonstrated. To balance hole and electron in the emissive zone, a hole transporting material 

featuring preferable hole mobility and abipolar host were blended. Consequently, due to the charge 

transfer process, exciplex emission was observed in the mixed co-host which led to superior charge 

balance in solution-processed emitting layers. Moreover, the higher singlet yield generated in the 

exciplex-based co-host guarantees better energy transfer to the emissive dopants, which further 

contributes to the superior electroluminescence performances. 

Reference 

[1] H. Uoyama, K. Goushi, K. Shizu, H. Nomura, C. Adachi, Nature, 492 (2012) 234. 

[2] Q. Zhang, B. Li, S. Huang, H. Nomura, H. Tanaka, C. Adachi, Nature Photonics, 8 (2014) 326. 

[3] K. Albrecht, K. Matsuoka, K. Fujita, K. Yamamoto, Angewandte Chemic Internaltional Edition, 

54 (2015) 5677. 

[4] Y. Li, G. Xie, S. Gong, K. Wu, C. Yang, Chemical Science, 7 (2016) 5441. 

[5] Y. Park, S. Lee, K. Kim, S. Kim, J. Lee, J. Kim, Advanced Functional Materials, 23 (2013) 4914. 

[6] M. Huang, B. Jiang, G. Xie, C. Yang, The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters, 8 (2017) 4967. 

 

 

Invited Speech 5: Peristaltic transport of non-Newtonian fluids 

Speaker: Prof. K. Maruthi Prasad, GITAM University, India 

Time: 11:20-12:00, Tuesday Afternoon, April 24, 2018 

Location: Lingui Hall (临桂厅), 2nd Floor, Guilin Grand Link Hotel 

 

Abstract 

Peristaltic Transport plays an in important role in physiological systems. 

Peristalsis is a mechanism for fluid transport, which is achieved by the passage 

of progressive waves of area contraction and expansion over flexible walls of a 

tube containing fluid. From physiological point of view, peristalsis appears to be the major mechanism 

for urine transport through urter, food mixing and chime movement in the intestines [see Fig.1.1], 

transport of spermatozoa in the ducts efferent‘s of the male reproductive organ, movement of egg in the 

female fallopian tube, motion of spermatozoa in cervical canal and transport of bile in bile duct. It has 

been suggested that peristalsis may be associated with the vasomotion of small blood vessels. 

Biomedical instruments such as heart-lung machine work on this principle. Roller and finger pump use 

peristalsis to pump blood and corrosive materials so as to prevent direct contact of the fluid with the 

pump‘s internal surfaces. Mathematical modeling of peristaltic transport is very useful in designing 

biomedical devices liken heart lung machine to pump blood etc, 
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Part III  Technical Sessions 

Advances in Physics: Technical Session 

Session Chair: Prof. Chumin Wang, National Autonomous University, Mexico 

Lingui Hall (临桂厅), the 2nd Floor            14:00-18:00 Tuesday Afternoon, April 24, 2018 

Paper ID Title Author Affiliation 

14:00-14:20 PHOSPHOR CONVERTED WHITE LED 

WITH IMPROVED CRI 

 

Pooja Yadav Kamla Nehru 

Mahavidyalaya, India 

14:20-14:40 Strontium thiogallate: An efficient green 

emitting phosphor for UV LEDs 

 

Nilesh 

Meshram 

Shri Mathuradas Mohota 

College of Science, India 

14:40-15:00 Accurate refractive index determination using 

realistic Fabry-Pérot cavities 

Vicenta 

Sanchez 

Departamento de Física, 

Facultad de Ciencias, 

Universidad Nacional 

Autónoma de México, 

Mexico City, Mexico 

15:00-15:20 Coffee Break 

 

  

15:20-15:40 Numeric and analytic investigation on phase 

diagrams and phase transitions of the ν=2/3 

bilayer fractional quantum Hall systems 

Yangdong 

Zheng 

Research and 

Development 

Department, Mitsubishi 

Electric (China) 

Company Limited 

15:40-16:00 Specimen variation effects on XRF analysis 

by the Monte Carlo method: thicknesses, 

densities and particle sizes 

Hefan LIU Chengdu Research 

Academy of 

Environmental Sciences 

16:00-16:20 Flatly broadened and highly coherent 

supercontinuum generation by induced 

modulation instability in ANDi-PCF 

Chunfu Cheng Hubei University of 

Technology 

16:20-16:40 Controlled Fusion Strategy Using 

Ultra-Intense Laser Derived Positron 

Generation for Initiation 

Robert 

LeMoyne 

Independent 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

http://www.engii.org/scet2017/CAPS.aspx
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Material, Chemical & Pharmaceutical Engineering: Invited Speech Session 

II & Technical Session I 

Session Chair:  

Elephant Trunk Hill Hall (象山厅), the 2nd Floor   14:00-18:00 Tuesday Afternoon, April 24, 2018 

Paper ID Title Author Affiliation 

14:00-14:40 Discovery of new superconductors and 

CO2-stable oxygen permeation membranes 

 

Dr. Huixia 

Luo 

Sun Yat-sen University, 

China  

 

14:40-15:20 Degradation of Waste Activated Sludge by 

Photocatalytic Reactor 

 

Prof. Hossein 

Ganjidoust 

Tarbiat Modares University, 

Iran 

15:20-16:00 Challenges in Conducting In-Use Stability 

Studies 

 

Prof. Yong 

Guo 

Fairleigh Dickinson 

University, USA 

16:00-16:10 Coffee Break 

 

  

16:10-16:50 A Quality-by-Design Approach for Drug 

Stability Prediction and Packaging 

Selection 

 

Dr. Likun 

Wang 

Jiangsu Hengrui Medical 

Co. Ltd., China 

16:50-17:05 Structural and Optical Properties of Zinc 

Borotellurite Glass co-doped with 

Lanthanum and Silver Oxide 

 

Faznny Mohd 

Fudzi 

Universiti Putra Malaysia 

17:05-17:20 THERMAL STABILITY AND EFFECT 

OF HEAT TREATMENT ON 

MANGANESE DOPED SILICA 

BOROTELLURITE GLASS 

 

Zaitizila 

Ismail 

Universiti Putra Malaysia 

17:20-17:35 Optical Properties of Calcium Borate Glass 

System Doped with Manganese (IV) Oxide 

Halimah 

Mohamed 

Kamari 

 

Universiti Putra Malaysia 

17:35-17:50 Polyacrylamide-based Cationic Graft 

Copolymer Flocculants 

 

Ramesh 

Subramanian 

Laurentian University 

17:50-18:05 Conjugated Polymer Nanomaterials 

Assembled via Phase-Separated Film 

Shattering Process and Their Applications 

 

JUHYUN 

PARK 

Chung-Ang University 
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Material, Chemical & Pharmaceutical Engineering: Technical Session II 

Session Chair:  

Elephant Trunk Hill Hall (象山厅), the 2nd Floor 08:30-12:00 Wednesday Morning, April 25, 2018 

Paper ID Title Author Affiliation 

08:30-08:45 Relaxation and magnetic properties of V 

overlayers on W(001) 

Alberto 

Rubio-Ponce 

Universidad Autónoma 

Metropolitana - U. 

Azcapotzalco 

 

08:45-09:00 Bio-abiotic hybrid structures: constructions 

and applications 

 

Xinyu Wang ShanghaiTech University 

09:00-09:15 Heat-activated persulfate by Fe-based 

metallic glass: a comparative study of two 

dyes 

 

Shunxing 

Liang 

Edith Cowan University 

09:15-09:30 Rational Design and Construction of 

Hierarchical TiO2 Nanorod Arrays by 

Combining Layer-by-Layer and 

Hydrothermal Crystallization Techniques 

for Electrochromic Application 

Yongbo Chen State Key Laboratory of 

High Performance Ceramics 

and Superfine 

Microstructure, Shanghai 

Institute of Ceramics, 

Chinese Academy of 

Sciences 

 

09:30-09:45 A Study on Gas Tungsten Arc Spot Copper 

Joint Welded without Flux and Filler 

SALIH 

Al-Ezzi 

 

Southwest Jiaotong 

University 

09:45-10:00 Double-Coated Hard Carbon as an Anode 

Material for High C-Rate Lithium Ion 

Batteries 

YU-SHIANG 

WU 

Department of Mechanical 

Engineering, China 

University of Science and 

Technology 

 

10:00-10:15 Coffee Break 

 

  

10:15-10:30 Research on lead (II) Adsorption 

Mechanism from Aqueous solution by 

Calcium Carbonate modified Diatomite 

Absorbent 

 

Lili Ma Guilin University of 

Technology 

10:30-10:45 Research Progress on Wastewater 

Treatment by Metal Ion Imprinting Polymer 

 

Qintao Yang Guilin University of 

Technology 

10:45-11:00 Fabrication of β-TCP Scaffold with Yang Fei Institute of Systems 
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Pre-Designed Internal Pore Architecture by 

Rapid Prototyping of Mask Projection 

Stereolithography 

 

Engineering, China 

Academy of Engineering 

Physics 

11:00-11:15 Preparation of Porous Carbon and its 

Composite Materials via the Reaction under 

Autogenic Pressure at Elevated 

Temperature (RAPET) 

 

LI Kexun Electromagnetic Protection 

Materials and Technology 

Key Laboratory of Shanxi 

Province 

11:15-11:30 Study of Metal Hydride Orientations by a 

Modified Hough Transform Algorithm 

 

Qiang Fang Queen's University 

11:30-11:45 Effect of reheating and deformation 

processes on DWTT performance for heavy 

gauge pipeline steel 

 

Chuanguo 

Zhang 

Baoshan Iron & Steel 

corporation limited 

11:45-12:00 Study on Hydroisomerization of 

n-Hexadecane over SAPO-41 Molecular 

Sieve Loading Palladium Bifunctional 

Catalyst 

 

Xuefeng Bai Insititute of 

Petrochemistry,Heilongjian

g Academy of Sciences 

12:00-12:15 NANODIAMOND FOR STRUCTURAL 

BIOMIMETIC SCAFFOLDS 

Antonio 

Apicella 

Università della Campania 

 

 

Material, Chemical & Pharmaceutical Engineering: Technical Session III 

Session Chair: Dr. David Moody, University of Utah 

Diecai Hall (叠彩厅), the 2nd Floor           08:30-12:00 Wednesday Morning, April 25, 2018 

Paper ID Title Author Affiliation 

08:30-08:45 PREPARATION OF NANO-PARTICALE  

FROM  LOCAL MATERIAL FOR 

WASTEWATER TREATMEMT 

 

Saad Aljlil researcher 

08:45-09:00 POLYMER COMPOSITES BASED ON 

NATURAL WOOL 

 

Fares 

Alsewailem 

Kacst 

09:00-09:15 Inhibition of in vitro metabolism of opioids 

by skeletal muscle relaxants 

 

David Moody University of Utah 

09:15-09:30 Synthesis of S-licarbazepine by asymmetric 

reduction of oxcarbazepine in organic 

solvent/ phosphate buffer biphasic system 

Zhimin Ou Zhejiang University of 

technology 
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09:30-09:45 Stimuli-responsive polymer composites Lidong Zhang East China Normal 

University 

09:45-10:00 Electrocatalytic Properties of Nickel 

Foam–Based Electrodes Coated with Ni-Mo 

Alloy and Mo Powders for Hydrogen 

Evolution Reaction in Alkaline Solution 

Shuo Li Beijing General Research 

Institute For Nonferrous 

Metals ； GRIPM 

Advanced Materials Co. 

Ltd. 

10:00-10:15 Coffee Break 

 

  

10:15-10:30 Application of Carbon Fiber Reinforced 

Composites on Lightweight Design of 

Articulated Platform 

 

Li Hanyang Tongji University 

10:30-10:45 Effect of process parameters on crystal types 

and microstructure of TiO2 nanocrystalline 

powders 

Ming Xiaoli School of Material 

Science and Engineering, 

Henan University of 

Science and Technology 

 

10:45-11:00 Simulation of Particle Agglomeration in 

Turbulent flow 

 

Peiling Yan Qingdao university 

Poster Effect of Strain Path on Texture Evolution in 

Cold Rolled Pure Titanium 

Huanping 

Yang 

Xi‘an University of 

Architecture and 

Technology 

 

Poster The ion structure of NiFe2O4-10NiO-based 

cermet anode in the electrolyte 

 

Yuan Wang Central South University 

Poster Research Progresses of Deep Eutectic 

Solvents and its Application in Separation 

and Catalysis 

Fang Bai Institute of Process 

Engineering, Chinese 

Academy of Sciences 

CAS 

 

Poster Intrinsic Kinetics Study of CO Methanation 

on Ni-Mo-SiO2 Catalyst Prepared by 

Hydrothermal Method 

 

Jiaying Zhang Shijiazhuang University 

of Applied Technology 

Poster Fabrication, morphology and properties of 

Polyimide/Al2O3 Nannocomposite Films via 

Surface Modification and Ion-exchange 

Technique 

 

Mingyu Zhang Suzhou Institute of 

Industrial Technology 

Poster Decomposition of Ethanethiol by a Corona Zhanguo Li State Key Laboratory of 
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Radical Injection System NBC Protection for 

Civilian 

Poster A study on closed-cell aluminum foam about 

viscosity of different viscous agents 

 

Fengjun Zhao Xinjiang University 

Poster Influence of Microstructure on Shot Peening 

Effects of Ti-6Al-4V Alloy 

yaomian wang Xi‘an University of 

Architecture and 

Technology 

 

Poster NH3-SCR performance and applicability of 

Mn-based spinels over TiO2 catalyst 

De Fang State Key Laboratory of 

Silicate Materials for 

Architectures, Wuhan 

University of Technology 

 

Poster Preparation and investigation of Tm3+-doped  

Li3Gd3Te2O12 blue-emitting phosphor 

 

Bin Deng Xiangnan University 

Poster Sulfide Minerals Bio-oxidation of a 

Low-grade Refractory Gold Ore 

 

Zeng-ling Wu ZIJIN MINING GROUP 

COMPANY LIMITED 

Poster Structure-Directing Role of Phosphonate in 

the Synthesis of High- Nuclearity Silver(I) 

Sulfide-Ethynide-Thiolate Nanoclusters 

 

Junling Jin Huazhong University of 

Science and Technology 

(HUST) 

Poster Co-Polymers conjugate with fluorescent 

molecules for ratiometric temperature sensing 

through FRET 

Zhaoyang 

Ding 

University of Macau 

Poster    
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Part IV  Abstracts 

Material, Chemical & Pharmaceutical Engineering: Technical Session I 

ID: MST2018_10130 

Title: Structural and Optical Properties of Zinc 

Borotellurite Glass co-doped with Lanthanum and 

Silver Oxide 

Name: Faznny Mohd Fudzi 

Affiliation: Universiti Putra Malaysia 

Email: faznnymf@gmail.com 

 

Abstract: 

A series of zinc borotellurite glass co-doped with 

lanthanum and silver oxide with the chemical formula 

of [{[(TeO2)0.7(B2O3)0.3]0.7(ZnO)0.3}0.96 

(La2O3)0.04]1-x(Ag2O)x where the molar fraction of 

silver oxide, x = 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0.10 had 

been successfully prepared via the conventional 

melt-quenching technique. The structural properties of 

the glasses were unveiled through X-ray Diffraction 

(XRD) and Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) 

spectroscopy while optical properties of the glasses 

were investigated with UltraViolet Visible (UV-Vis) 

spectrophotoscopy. The short range periodic atomic 

arrangement in the glass matrix that implies the 

amorphous nature of the glass was confirmed with the 

presence of a broad hump in the XRD pattern. On the 

other hand, the three absorption bands observable in the 

FTIR spectra had proven the existence of BO4, BO3 as 

well as TeO4 units in the glass network. The absorbance 

values retrieved from UV-Vis spectroscopy were 

utilized to calculate the indirect energy band gap and 

Urbach energy values of the fabricated glass. By 

employing the equations proposed by Mott and Davis, 

the obtained indirect energy band gap have values 

ranging from 2.16 to 4.16 eV. The decreasing trend in 

indirect energy band gap and increasing Urbach energy 

values were related to the increasing number of 

nonbridging oxygen (NBO) in the glass that is created 

from the breaking of Te-O-Te or B-O-B bonds after 

lanthanum as well as silver oxide are incorporated into 

the zinc borotellurite glass network. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10131 

Title: THERMAL STABILITY AND EFFECT OF 

HEAT TREATMENT ON MANGANESE DOPED 

SILICA BOROTELLURITE GLASS 

Name: Zaitizila Ismail 

Affiliation: Universiti Putra Malaysia 

Email: zaitizila@yahoo.com 

 

Abstract: 

Glasses with chemical formula of 

{[(TeO2)0.7(B2O3)0.3]0.8[SiO2]0.2}1-x{MnO2}x 

where x = 0.00  x  0.05 molar fraction were fabricated 

using melt quenching technique. The temperature used 

in the heat treatment process of the glass sample is 

600Calorimetric measurement had been carried out to 

study the thermal properties of the fabricated glass. The 

crystallization kinetics of the glass system were 

examined under non-isothermal conditions via 

differential scanning calorimetric (DSC). The glass 

transition (Tg), onset glass transition (To), maximum 

crystallization temperature (Tc) and melting 

temperature (Tm) were determined. Results from DSC 

proved that the studied glasses have good thermal 

stability (Ts) in which indicates its high resistance to 

devitrification. Strong indicator for the glass forming 

ability of a glass material, Hurby parameter (Kgl) was 

also calculated in this research. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10133 

Title: Optical Properties of Calcium Borate Glass 

System Doped with Manganese (IV) Oxide 

Name: Halimah Mohamed Kamari 

Affiliation: Universiti Putra Malaysia 

Email: halimahmk@upm.edu.my 
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Abstract: 

CaO was extracted from waste eggshell in order to 

synthesize calcium borate glass doped with manganese 

(IV) oxide with various concentration of manganese (IV) 

oxide. A series of calcium borate glass doped with 

manganese (IV) oxide with a chemical composition of 

(B2O3)0.6 [(CaO)0.4]1-x (MnO2)x where x = 0.000, 

0.003, 0.005, 0.007 and 0.010 molar fraction were 

prepared using melt quenching technique. These 

prepared glass samples were characterized by using 

X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray fluorescence (XRF), 

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and 

UV-Visible spectroscopy. XRF spectroscopy proves the 

presence of calcium oxide in the calcined eggshell. 

XRD result reveals the amorphous nature of the glass 

samples. FTIR analysis confirms the characteristic 

features of calcium carbonate and borate network. The 

density of glass samples increases while molar volume 

of the glass samples decreases with the addition of 

manganese (IV) oxide. The optical absorption spectra 

exhibit broad absorption peak which indicates the 

glassy state of the glass samples. The value of indirect 

optical band gap varies from 3.380 eV to 3.480 eV 

while the value of direct optical band gap varies from 

3.610 eV to 3.800 eV. The value for Urbach energy 

decreases from 0.667 eV to 0.286 eV. The refractive 

index shows increasing trend with increasing 

concentration of manganese (IV) oxide. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10139 

Title: Polyacrylamide-based Cationic Graft 

Copolymer Flocculants 

Name: Ramesh Subramanian 

Affiliation: Laurentian University 

Email: RSubramanian@laurentian.ca 

 

Abstract: 

Water-soluble polymers are macromolecules having 

many ionizable groups, and they dissociate into 

polyvalent macroions (polyions) and a large number of 

small ions of opposite charge (counter ions) in solution. 

The key to water solubility lies in positioning sufficient 

numbers of hydrophilic functional groups along the 

backbone or side chains of polymers. The functional 

groups that bring about solubility also imply that the 

polymer possesses various properties like chelating, 

dispersion, absorption, flocculation, thickening and 

drag reduction. These properties give water-soluble 

polymers many applications in areas such as water 

treatment, cosmetics, personal care products, 

pharmaceuticals, oil recovery, pulp and paper 

production, mineral processing and agriculture. 

An important application of water-soluble polymers is 

coagulation and flocculation.  Coagulants and 

flocculants play an important role in many industrial 

solid-liquid separation processes like water and 

wastewater treatment, mineral processing, pulp and 

papermaking, and sludge dewatering.Synthetic 

polymers can be manipulated to produce polymers of 

varying size, charge groups and structure. Commercial 

synthetic flocculants are generally relatively high 

molecular weight acrylamide-based polymers with 

linear or branched structure. The charge units or centers 

in these polymers are randomly distributed along the 

backbone of the polymer chain. However, such a 

random copolymer may not be an efficient flocculant. 

To be more effective, the charge units should be 

concentrated on several segments along the backbone of 

the polymer to form charge clusters. This can be 

achieved by grafting charged monomers or polymer 

chains onto a polymer backbone.  

This presentationwill describe the synthesis, 

characterization, and testing of polyacrylamide-based 

cationic graft copolymers, which are known to be more 

effective as flocculants than their linear random 

copolymer counterparts because of the concentration of 

charges along the backbone of the macromolecular 

chain. The free-radical polymerization in solution 

involves grafting cationic 

polydiallyldimethylammonium chloride (pDADMAC) 

of varying molecular weights onto the backbone of 

non-ionic, high-molecular weight polyacrylamide 

(pAM) using potassium persulfate (K2S2O8) as 

initiator. The copolymer synthesis parameters examined 

were reaction time and temperature, pAM:pDADMAC 

feed ratio, initiator concentration, and molecular weight 
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of pDADMAC. The graft copolymer was characterized 

in terms of grafting efficiency and degree of grafting 

(graft ratio) utilizing the compositional analysis 

capability of gel permeation chromatography (GPC) 

equipped with two detectors (Refractive Index and 

Photodiode Array). The effectiveness of the grafting 

reaction was found to be very dependent on the 

combination of reaction time, reaction temperature, 

initiator concentration and the ratio of pAM to 

pDADMAC in the blend. The flocculation 

performances of selected graft copolymers were 

compared with homopolymers and their blends on a 

model dilute titanium dioxide suspension. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10117 

Title: Conjugated Polymer Nanomaterials 

Assembled via Phase-Separated Film Shattering 

Process and Their Applications 

Name: JUHYUN PARK 

Affiliation: Chung-Ang University 

Email: jpark@cau.ac.kr 

 

Abstract: 

We report that the ordered structure in the assemblies of 

iron oxide nanoparticles in conjugated polymer 

nanoparticles is the key to the property enhancement 

with the goal of multimodal theragnostic agents for 

magnetic resonance and photoacoustic imaging, and 

photothermal therapy. Phase-separated films of a 

conjugated polymer (PCPDTBT), a phospholipid 

(D8PE) with primary amines at its polar heads, and iron 

oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles with a 5 nm diameter were 

formed by evaporating solvent from solutions of three 

materials with differing the molar mix-ing ratio of iron 

oxide at fixed mixing ratio of PCPDTBT and D8PE. 

Then the films were shattered by adding water followed 

by ultrasonication upon penetration of water molecules 

into polar regions of the films, resulting in 

water-dispersed hybrid nanoparticles in which iron 

oxide nano-particles were assembled with the 

conjugated polymer. A combination of UV/visible 

absorbance, photoluminescence, photoacoustic 

spectros-copies, together with measurements of 

photothermal temperature increases and transversal 

relaxation times (T2) was employed to examine the 

multimodal properties of hybrid nanoparticles relying 

on mixing ratios of three materials. Notably, hybrid 

nanoparticles assembled at a molar mixing ratio of 

1:1:0.8 of PCPDTBT, D8PE and Fe3O4, presented a 

photoacoustic signal one order of magnitude higher 

than that at 1:1:0 mix-ing ratio, the second highest rate 

constant for photothermal increase, and the shortest T2. 

Structural analysis by X-ray diffraction together with 

measurements of energy transfer in the hybrid 

nanoparticles by transient absorption spectroscopy 

provides evidence that structural ordering is responsible 

for the property enhancement. 

Material, Chemical & Pharmaceutical Engineering: Technical Session II 

ID: MST2018_10010 

Title: Relaxation and magnetic properties of V 

overlayers on W(001) 

Name: Alberto Rubio-Ponce 

Affiliation: Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana - U. 

Azcapotzalco 

Email: arp@correo.azc.uam.mx 

 

Abstract: 

The magnetic and structural properties of metals with a 

low-dimensional geometry such as thin films and 

overlayers are important from both the theoretical and 

the experimental point of view. Localized surface 

magnetism is a subject of considerable interest, 

particularly in overlayers of metals with no magnetic 

evidence in bulk. In this work, we study the magnetic 

properties of V overlayers on W(001) surface, where 

the effects of the surface relaxation have been taking 

into account in our calculations. The calculations were 

performed using the all-electron full-potential 

linearized augmented plane wave (LAPW) method and 

the generalized gradient approximation for the 

exchange-correlation energy within density functional 

theory (DFT). For the monolayer case, we found that 
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the strong hybridization between V-W defines a 

characteristic density of surface states, and as a 

consequence the emergence of magnetic activity. On the 

other hand, there is a transition from a magnetic to a 

non-magnetic surface layer as a function of the number 

of vanadium overlayers. Our results show a discussion 

of the effects on the local electronic structure of the 

surface layers in terms of the strain, as well as 

considering the 3d-5d hybridization between the 

overlayer-substrate. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10048 

Title: Bio-abiotic hybrid structures: constructions 

and applications 

Name: Xinyu Wang 

Affiliation: ShanghaiTech University 

Email: wangxy@shanghaitech.edu.cn 

 

Abstract: 

Organizing of nano-objects (NOs) in a spatiotemporally 

precise fashion through programmed living cells would 

promote new techniques for construction of new 

bio-abiotic hybrid structures with novel functionalities. 

Biofilms are formed through the growth of bacteria 

communities. Biofilms have inherent adhesion to 

various surfaces and are resistant to harsh conditions. 

Here we present a new method for assembly of discrete 

NOs or hetero-nanostructures on diverse interfaces 

companied with synchronized biofilm growth. E. coli 

cells were genetically engineered to sense blue light for 

secretion of curli fibers, the major component of 

biofilms. Combing blue light promoter and biofilm 

formation with simultaneous NOs assembly, patterned 

NOs assembly was achieved through one-step culture 

process. Micro- to macro-scale patterning of fluorescent 

quantum dots could be achieved on 2-D substrates 

because of the inherent adhesion of biofilms. Minimum 

patterning resolution of 100 μm could be accomplished. 

Layer-by-layer assembly of hetero-structured thin films 

of diverse NOs was created by sequential addition of 

NOs into the culture media. In conclusion, we 

demonstrated that biologically dynamic self-assembly 

could be harnessed to advance a new repertoire of 

nanotechnologies and materials with increasing 

complexity that would be otherwise challenging to 

produce. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10065 

Title: Heat-activated persulfate by Fe-based 

metallic glass: a comparative study of two dyes 

Name: Shunxing Liang 

Affiliation: Edith Cowan University 

Email: shunxinl@our.ecu.edu.au 

 

Abstract: 

In this work, the heat-activated persulfate (PS) in the 

presence of Fe78Si9B13 metallic glasses (MGs) shows 

an extremely difference in degradation of azo dye and 

triarylmethane dye, where Fe78Si9B13 MGs exhibits a 

superior activation ability for PS with assistance of heat 

leading to the fast removal of two dyes. The structural 

features of Fe78Si9B13 MGs are firstly characterized 

by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC), following analysis of surface 

topography by scanning electron microscope (SEM). 

The results show that with the addition of Fe78Si9B13 

MGs, the recalcitrant azo dye is completely removed 

within 5 min while only 6% of removal rate can be 

achieved without adding MGs, indicating that the 

refractory azo dye can be easily degraded by sulfate 

radical (SO4•–) from heat/MGs/PS. On the other hand, 

no big variation occurs between PS and MGs/PS under 

heat activation in degrading triarylmethane dye. Sole 

PS activated by heat results in a fast removal rate, 

indicating that triarylmethane dye can be easily 

degraded by PS itself compared to azo dye. The 

findings in this work present an in-depth understanding 

of heat/MGs/PS system in dyes degradation. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10074 

Title: Rational Design and Construction of 

Hierarchical TiO2 Nanorod Arrays by Combining 

Layer-by-Layer and Hydrothermal Crystallization 

Techniques for Electrochromic Application 

Name: Yongbo Chen 
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Affiliation: State Key Laboratory of High Performance 

Ceramics and Superfine Microstructure, Shanghai 

Institute of Ceramics, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Email: chyongbo@student.sic.ac.cn 

 

Abstract: 

Here, core-shell nanorod arrays (NRAs) of 

crystalline/amorphous TiO2 (C/A-TiO2) are 

demonstrated for the comprehensive enhancement of 

EC performance. The amorphous TiO2 (A-TiO2) shell 

was conformally deposited on the surface of 

single-crystalline TiO2 nanorod arrays (SC-TiO2) core 

via a facile layer-by-layer (LBL) method, which ensures 

the favorable electron transport between the core and 

shell. The optimal C/A-TiO2 core-shell structure with 

13nm A-TiO2 layer combines the assets of distinct 

porous morphology and high charge density, possessing 

notably larger optical contrast (43%) and higher 

coloration efficiency (16.2 cm2 C-1) than SC-TiO2 

(18%, 8.8 cm2 C-1) at 800 nm. Compared to the pristine 

SC-TiO2, C/A-TiO2 shows lower threshold voltage and 

faster response speed due to the low energy barrier and 

rapid ion migration in the A-TiO2 shell during lithium 

insertion/extraction. Moreover, the C/A-TiO2 

nanostructures can offer outstanding cycling stability in 

different potential windows upon extensive 

electrochemical cycling. Based on the prepared 

C/A-TiO2 core-shell structure, the hierarchical TiO2 

(H-TiO2) nanorod arrays composed of 

single-crystalline nanorods and nanocrystals were 

finely designed and successfully constructed. By 

combining LBL method and hydrothermal 

crystallization technique, the superfine nanocrystals 

(5-7 nm), which can provide abundant active sites and 

facilitate ion insertion/extraction during EC reactions, 

were uniformly and conformally assembled on the 

surface of SC-TiO2 NRAs. The as-formed H-TiO2 

NRAs integrate the advantages of one-dimensional 

NRAs with fast kinetics and superfine nanocrystals with 

high ion capacity, showing highly enhanced EC 

performance. Large optical contrast (40.3%), shorter 

coloring/bleaching time (22/4 s), high coloration 

efficiency (11.2 cm2 C-1), and excellent cycling 

stability can be achieved in H-TiO2 NRAs, superior to 

the pristine SC-TiO2 NRAs and nanocrystalline TiO2 

films. This work provides a feasible and well-designed 

strategy to explore high-performance materials for EC 

application. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10075 

Title: A Study on Gas Tungsten Arc Spot Copper 

Joint Welded without Flux and Filler 

Name: SALIH Al-Ezzi 

Affiliation: Southwest Jiaotong University 

Email: salih@my.swjtu.edu.cn 

 

Abstract: 

A high purity copper sheets were spot welded by Gas 

Tungsten arc welding (GTAW) in the absence of filler 

and flux. The influence of the welding process on the 

mechanical and electrical properties was investigated, 

and the microstructure of the joints was analyzed as 

well. The results indicated that the nugget zone size 

increases with increasing of welding current and arc 

time. Simultaneously the maximum tensile-shear force 

is correlated with the nugget zone size. The 

tensile-shear force of the joint reached to 5011N, and 

the main crack initiated around the nugget zone then 

travelled through the base metal of the upper copper 

sheets. These demonstrate that the strength of joints was 

stronger than that of copper-based metal at heat affected 

zone (HAZ). GTA spot welding successfully inhibited 

the contamination of the pure copper in the weld pool 

and provided an adequate electrical conductivity of the 

joints which was close to the base metal. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10108 

Title: Double-Coated Hard Carbon as an Anode 

Material for High C-Rate Lithium Ion Batteries 

Name: YU-SHIANG WU 

Affiliation: Department of Mechanical Engineering, 

China University of Science and Technology 

Email: yswu@cc.cust.edu.tw 

 

Abstract: 

Technical developments of anode materials for lithium 
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ion batteries have mainly focused on graphite (natural 

graphite, artificial graphite, and MCMB). Anode 

materials such as hard carbon, soft carbon, LTO, and 

Si-C are still under development. Hard carbon is 

produced by subjecting a polymer to thermal 

decomposition and carbonization, yielding 

nongraphitizable carbon. It exhibits structural stability, 

safety, and excellent performance at low temperature; 

moreover, batteries made of hard carbon have a long 

charge/discharge cycle life. Therefore, hard carbon is 

suitable for use in Li–ion batteries for electric cars that 

emphasize output power. This study developed a hard 

carbon anode by using phenolic resins that were ground 

to powders with a particle size (D50) of approximately 

8 μm. Subsequently, the powders were heat treated at 

temperatures from 900°C to 1300°C for carbonization 

to reduce the specific surface area (SSA) of hard carbon. 

However, the SSA was determined to be still larger than 

that stipulated in commercial specifications. Therefore, 

this study coated the hard carbon with 1.5 wt.% poly 

(dimethyldiallylammonium chloride) and 1.5 wt.% poly 

(sodium-p-styrenesulfonate) to further reduce its SSA. 

The results indicated that 1st discharge capacity of the 

coated hard carbon was 330 mAhg−1. Its 1st 

irreversibility was reduced from 24.3% to 8.1% and 

SSA was reduced from 10.2 to 2.8 m2g−1; additionally, 

its coulombic efficiency after 20 cycles was over 99%. 

The cycle performance of the double-coated hard 

carbon at low temperature (-20°C) was improved, and it 

satisfies high C-rate (10 C) requirements. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10106 

Title: Research on lead (II) Adsorption Mechanism 

from Aqueous solution by Calcium Carbonate 

modified Diatomite Absorbent 

Name: Lili Ma 

Affiliation: Guilin University of Technology 

Email: 2006025@glut.edu.cn 

 

Abstract: 

In this study, calcium carbonate was used to coat and 

link the surface of diatomite for the formation of a novel 

modified adsorbent (referred to as Ca–diatomite). 

Various analytical techniques were used to characterize 

structure and mechanisms of modification and 

adsorption process, like Scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), 

X-ray diffraction (XRD). Results showed that that 

Calcium carbonate had been successful grafted onto the 

surface of diatomite after modification, and Calcium 

carbonate modification improved the adsorption 

performance of diatomite for the removal of lead (II) 

ions from aqueous solution. Ca–diatomite adsorption 

isotherms and adsorption kinetics were also been 

studied. The adsorption isotherms and the kinetic data 

were best fitted with the Langmuir model and 

pseudo-second-order kinetics, respectively. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10061 

Title: Research Progress on Wastewater Treatment 

by Metal Ion Imprinting Polymer 

Name: qintao Yang 

Affiliation: Guilin University of Technology 

Email: 1079061946@qq.com 

 

Abstract: 

Owing to the efficient predetermination, specific 

recognition and wide applicability, metal ion imprinting 

technology, applied to the wastewater treatment. The 

principles, synthesis strategies of ion imprinting and 

typical heavy metal ion imprinted polymers (IIPs) are 

introduced in the review. Finally, it is pointed out that 

the futures research problems to be solved and the 

development direction of metal ion imprinting 

technology. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10050 

Title: Fabrication of β-TCP Scaffold with 

Pre-Designed Internal Pore Architecture by Rapid 

Prototyping of Mask Projection Stereolithography 

Name: Yang Fei 

Affiliation: Institute of Systems Engineering, China 

Academy of Engineering Physics 

Email: fly8296@stu.xjtu.edu.cn 
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Abstract: 

The aim of this study was to present a direct fabrication 

technique of  β-tricalcium phosphate(β-TCP) scaffolds 

by a bottom-up mask projection 

stereolithography(MPSL) technology, which provided 

an excellent control of the internal pore architecture. 

The debinding and sintering schemes of β-TCP were 

determined by TG-DSC analysis, the scaffolds with 

designed pore architecture were obtained, the physical 

properties of β-TCP scaffolds were investigated 

including pore morphology , size and pore distribution, 

the crystal phase and chemical composition of sintered 

β-TCP were measured. Results indicated that the β-TCP 

scaffolds  fabricated with a pore size of 0.4-0.7mm, a 

porosity of 58.50%  and an average compressive 

strength of 20.92MPa met the requirements of bone 

scaffold. The effectiveness of degradation and cell 

proliferation of β-TCP scaffold were also evaluated, the 

results showed that β-TCP scaffolds had some certain 

degradability and bioactivity, which may stimulates 

bone tissue repair and regeneration. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10022 

Title: Preparation of Porous Carbon and its 

Composite Materials via the Reaction under 

Autogenic Pressure at Elevated Temperature 

(RAPET) 

Name: LI Kexun 

Affiliation: Electromagnetic Protection Materials and 

Technology Key Laboratory of Shanxi Province 

Email: likexuncc@126.com 

 

Abstract: 

In this paper, we report on the preparation of porous 

materials via a reaction under Autogenic Pressure at 

Elevated Temperature (RAPET) at 700℃using natural 

product and alkoxides as precursors.The RAPET is a 

new simple efficient method to prepare inorganic 

materials. The porous carbon and its composite 

materials were prepared via the method of RAPET 

using natural products such as sweet potato and 

coriander and the absorbent cotton and viscose fiber 

doped by tetrabutyl titanate(TBOT) and 

tetraethoxysilane(TEOS). The reaction temperature of 

RAPET is 700℃. The carbon and the carbon 

composites were studied with scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 

nitrogen adsorption-desorption measurements. The 

BET surface area of the materials are different from 

4m2/g to 405m2/g. The XRD investigation indicates 

that the phases of the TiO2 in the carbon/TiO2 

composites are anatase.The materials shows a certain 

charge-discharge performance. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10006 

Title: Study of Metal Hydride Orientations by a 

Modified Hough Transform Algorithm 

Name: Qiang Fang 

Affiliation: Queen's University 

Email: jinshulai@foxmail.com 

 

Abstract: 

A modified Hough transform algorithm for the study of 

metal hydride orientationswas developed, and optimum 

parameter for the transform was obtained based 

onnumerical analysis result. By assigning an orientation 

to each hydride pixel,the algorithm removes the 

ambiguities in handling interconnected hydrides. It 

isexpected that the algorithm will find applications in 

the study of the kineticsof hydride reorientation and 

particle orientations measurement in composites 

andprecipitation reinforced materials in general. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10009 

Title: Effect of reheating and deformation processes 

on DWTT performance for heavy gauge pipeline 

steel 

Name: Chuanguo Zhang 

Affiliation: Baoshan Iron & Steel corporation limited 

Email: zhangchuanguo@baosteel.com 

 

Abstract: 

DWTT (Drop weigh tear test ) is the effective way to 

evaluate the fracture propagation for pipeline steel. For 

improving the DWTT performance of heavy gauge 
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pipeline steel, the effects of slab reheating temperature, 

soaking time, and single pass reduction ratio during 

recrystallization zone rolling, transfer bar ration during 

non-recrystallization zone rolling were studied, 

meanwhile, the grain refinement and toughening 

mechanism were discussed. The results shows that it is 

beneficial to refine the grain at the mid thickness of 

heavy gauge pipeline steel and to improve DWTT 

properties by reducing the reheating temperature, 

increasing the single pass reduction ratio during 

recrystallization zone rolling and setting suitable 

transfer bar ratio during non--recrystallization zone 

rolling. Based on the research conclusions above, the 

30.9mm heavy gauge pipeline steel plate was industrial 

produced and applied to manufacturing the UOE 

welded pipe with dimension in Φ1219×30.9mm. The 

strength of the pipe meet X70 grade, and the DWTT 

85%FATT(fracture appearance transition temperature) 

of pipe body is low to -20℃. 
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Abstract: 

The hydroisomerization of n-alkanes is the key to 

produce all kinds of high quality fuel oil. The 

development of efficient hydroisomerization 

bifunctional catalysts for skeletal branching of long 

n-alkanes without cracking is core research topic. A 

series of SAPO-41 molecular sieve samples 

(SAPO-41(n), n is radio of SiO2/Al2O3) with 

one-dimensional linear channel structure and different 

acidity were synthesized using cheap 2-butylamine as 

template agent via traditional hydrothermal method . 

The final xPd/SAPO-41(n)（ x represents the mass 

percent content of Pd） bifunctional catalysts were 

prepared by incipient wetness impregnation of the 

SAPO-41(n) samples with a Pd(NO3)2 solution, dried 

at room temperature and calcined at 600oC. The 

balance between the metal and acid sites (CPd/CH+ 

ratio) of the xPd/SAPO-41(n) bifunctional catalysts was 

investigated. The best catalytic isomerization reaction 

performance was obtained over 0.8Pd/SAPO-41(0.6) 

catalyst and the conversion of n-hexadecane, the 

selectivity and yield of isohexadecane were 91.9%, 

96.2 % and 88.5%, respectively. The result was due to 

the excellent synergetic effect between the metal sites 

and acid sites. 
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Abstract: 

Bio-mechanically active scaffolds for tissue 

engineering combining hydrophilic polymeric matrix 

and nano-diamond fillers properties are presented and 

discussed in this paper. The resulting scaffolding 

materials revealed remarkable mechanical and 

biological properties to be exploited in advanced 

biomedical applications. The novel hybrid material is 

based on 2 and 5 volume % of detonation 

nano-diamond particles in a hydrophilic 

poly-(hydroxyl-ethyl-methacrylate) matrix. According 

to its mechanical and biological properties, the 

nanocomposite shows a hybrid nature. The base 

analytical procedures for the preparation of the hybrid 

nano-composites and some preliminary mechanical 

characteristics are presented. The proposed hybrid 

system has been considered for potential biomimetic, 

osteoconductive and osteoinductive scaffolds 

application in bio-mechanically active bone scaffolds 

for osteoblast, and stem cell differentiation and growth. 

These more rigid hybrid nano-composites are predicted 

to possess improved mechanical strength overcoming 

the mechanical weaknesses of traditional hydrogels 

clinically utilized for bone regeneration.
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Abstract: 

Cobalt extraction on nano-volcanic rocks was 

investigated.  These three volcanic rocks are: 

Tephrite-Basanite, Foidite, Picrobasalt.  pH influence 

on the cobalt extraction   was investigation. 

Nano-volcanic particles capacities increase with cobalt 

temperature increased.  The maximum capacities at 20 

oC were (4.66) mg/g for Tephrite-Basanite, (3.75) mg/g 

for Picrobasalt, and (3.44) mg/g for Foidite.  While the 

maximum capacities   of nano-volcanic rocks at 80 oC 

were  (5.42) mg/g for Tephrite-Basanite, (4.22) mg/g 

for Picrobasalt, and (3.82) mg/g for Foidite.  The 

thermodynamic properties of nano-volcanic rocks were 

calculated.  Endothermic process was found for   

extraction   of the cobalt on nano-volcanic rocks. The 

equilibrium extraction data were correlated using three 

equilibrium models namely " Langmuir, Freundlich, 

and Redlich-Peterson models". The correlation between 

the result and Freundlich model is well.   It is worth 

mentioned that, these nano-volcanic rocks will mixed 

with polybenzimidazole (PBI) polymer as mixed matrix 

membrane to enhance the flux and rejection. Therefore, 

in the next stage of this project, nanocomposite 

membrane made from polybenzimidazole (PBI) and 

nano-volcanic rocks (NVR) will be fabricated to 

develop good membrane with high salt rejection  and  

water flux. In this study, NVR will be used as a novel 

nano filler to fabricate polybenzimidazole 

nanocomposite membrane for water desalination. 
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Abstract: 

In this work, composites of polystyrene reinforced with 

various amounts of sheep's wool ranging from 5 to 15 

wt% were prepared by hot compression molding. Wool 

fibers and polystyrene pellets were placed in a 

rectangular mold of a thickness of 3.2 mm and 

compressed at a temperature above softening 

temperature of polystyrene. The material was removed 

from the mold and then cut into bars in accordance with 

ASTM D256 for Izod impact strength test. It was shown 

that one may tremendously increase, by more than three 

folds, the toughness of a brittle polymer such as 

polystyrene by incorporating long fibers of natural wool 

(sheep's wool(. 
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Abstract: 

Background/Introduction: The opioid epidemic 

continues.  Opioids are potent toxins that cause death 

by Mu-receptor-mediated respiratory depression.  Our 

concern is blood concentrations being shifted from 

tolerant to toxic by drug interactions that inhibit the 

metabolism of the opioid.  A common co-medication 

with opioids, particularly for treatment of back pain, is 

the skeletal muscle relaxants.  Little is known of the 

potential for these drugs to inhibit cytochrome P450 

(CYP)–dependent metabolism. 

 

Objective:  Using in vitro methods to study the 
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potential of 9 muscle relaxants and 1 active metabolite 

to inhibit human CYP-dependent metabolism of 

buprenorphine (CYP3A4 and 2C8), methadone 

(CYP3A4 and 2B6) and oxycodone (CYP3A4, 2D6 and 

2C18). 

 

Methods: The compounds and the upper 

solubility-dependent concentration (µM) that could be 

studied were: baclofen (1000), carisoprodol (200), its 

metabolite meprobamate (1000), chlorzoxazone (200), 

cyclobenzaprine (1000), metazalone (50), 

methocarbamol (1000), orphenadrine (1000), tizanidine 

(1000) and zopiclone (50).  Compounds were 

incubated with human liver microsomes (HLM) at 3 

concentrations (1, 10, 50 µM; 1, 30, 200 µM; or 10, 300, 

1000 µM).  The opioids were added along with or 15 

minutes after the inhibitor and a source of NADPH (- 

and + pre-incubation, respectively) to test for 

time-dependent inhibition (TDI).  Compounds were 

subsequently incubated with human CYPs to screen for 

presumptive IC50 concentrations.  These results were 

then used to design IC50 experiments with the same 

CYPs.  For presumptive IC50 concentrations below 

the solubility limit a full 8-concentration test was 

performed with the respective CYP and opioid.  If the 

presumptive IC50 was close to the solubility limit, a 

three-concentration experiment was designed to permit 

potential extrapolation of an IC50.  For several 

pairings, an IC50> solubility limit was set. 

 

Results:  Based on the screen in HLM there was no 

evidence of TDI.  This simplified the design of 

subsequent experiments to the determination of IC50 

values.  At this point we have done the CYP screen, 

designed and started the IC50 experiments.  The 

findings to date can be summarized as follows: 
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Abstract: 

S-licarbazepine was synthesized by asymmetric 

reduction of oxcarbazepine in organic 

solvent/phosphate buffer biphasic system with Bacillus 

anthracis CGMCC No.12337 as catalyst. Dibutyl 

phthalate/phosphate buffer was selected as the optimal 

biphasic system for reduction. The optimum reduction 

conditions are as follows: volume ratio of dibutyl 

phthalate and phosphate buffer 1:1, 30 g/L iospropanol 

as co-substrate,  phosphate buffer pH 5, substrate 

concentration 7.92 mmol/L, cell concentration 30 g/L, 

32 0C，180 rpm. The conversion and enantiometric 

excess of S-licarbazepine reached 97.32% and 99.80%. 
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Abstract: 

Biomimetic actuation is a fundamental process of 

energy conversion that is essential for applications 

which require contactless actuation in response to 

enviromental stimili. Herein we demonstrate a series of 

polymer films that are capable of rapid shape change by 

a flexible dynamic element which harnesses external 

stimuli for motility. The actuator was prepared based on 

hydrophilic composites that undergoes swift 

locomotion in effect to periodic shape reconfiguration 

by sorption and desorption of humidity. The actuators 

were designed as bilayer structures where single or 

double networks of buried parallel glass fibers reinforce 

the composite that effectively direct the mechanical 

reconfiguration, thereby determining the mechanical 

effect. The acetone-responsive actuators composed of 

polyvinylidene fluoride and polyvinyl alcohol are 

capable of sustained and reversible directional curling 

or coiling, and respond to acetone vapors by perpetual 

motion across the surface of a filter paper which 

contains a small amount of acetone. 
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Abstract: 

Nickel foam-based Ni-Mo alloy electrodes, Ni+Mo 

composite electrodes and Ni+Mo/Ni-Mo composite 

alloy electrodes were prepared by eletrodeposition, and 

the electrocatalytic characteristics for hydrogen 

evolution reaction(HER) in 30wt% KOH solution were 

investigated by cathode polarization curve and 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy(EIS). The 

experimental results show that in comparison with 

nickel foam electrodes, these electrodes exhibit a lower 

overpotential, a higher exchange current density and a 

larger real surface area for HER. At 30℃ and current 

density of 200mA/cm2, the overpotentials of foam Ni 

electrodes, nickel foam-based Ni-Mo alloy electrodes, 

Ni+Mo composite electrodes, Ni+Mo/Ni-Mo electrodes 

are respectively 506, 252, 336, 202 mV. The nickel 

foam-based Ni+Mo/Ni-Mo composite alloy electrode 

had the highest HER electrocatalytic activity. 
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Abstract: 

For the purpose of weight saving, the heavy metal 

articulated platform, which is used in Bus Rapid Transit 

(BRT) vehicles to connect the front and rear 

compartments, is replaced with carbon fiber composite 

material. Composites articulated plates are designed 

based on the requirements of shape, size, positioning, 

connection and load of steel articulated platform. 

Optimization design is taken for high stress region in 

the articulated plates to provide references for the 

improvement and lightweight design of the articulated 

platform. 
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Abstract: 

TiO2 nanocrystalline powders were prepared by sol-gel 

method with different process parameters. The phase, 

morphology and the luminescent property of TiO2 

nanocrystalline powders were characterized by XRD, 

SEM and PL, respectively. The results indicated that the 

synthesized TiO2 nanocrystalline powders were 

transformed from anatase into rutile with the increasing 

of heat treatment temperature, which begin at the 

temperature of 500 ºC and was almost completed at the 

temperature of 700 ºC. And with the increasing of pH 

value the rutile proportion become larger, the 
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nanograins become fine and powders agglomeration 

was decreased. The good performance TiO2 

nanocrystalline powders were obtained when prepared 

temperature was 500℃and pH value was 4. PL results 

show broad and strong luminescence band appeared 

near 470nm when TiO2 nanocrystalline powders were 

excited at 325nm at room temperature. 
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Abstract: 

The cold rolling texture evolution as a function of strain 

path in pure titanium with initial typical recrystallized 

texture has been studied using viscoplastic 

self-consistent simulations. Three different strain paths, 

namely unidirectional rolling, two-step cross rolling 

and multi-step cross rolling have been employed to 

investigate the effect of strain path change on the 

evolution of deformation texture. The simulation results 

indicate that the activation of predominant prismatic 

slip in unidirectional rolling sample results in the 

formation of commonly cold rolling fiber texture 

RD//<101(—)0> in pure titanium, whereas the 

increased activity of basal slip over that of prismatic 

slip is responsible for the strong ND//<hkil> fiber 

texture in the two cross rolled samples. 
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Abstract: 

The problem in the large-scale industrilalization for 

aluminum electrolysis is the corrosion resistance of 

cermet inert anodes in high temperature molten salts. In 

this paper, the ion structure of NiFe2O4-10NiO-based 

cermet anode composition in the electrolyte was 

investigated. The experiment results show that Al-F and 

Al-O-F complex ion structures are produced at room 

temperature and perhaps Me-F (Me=Ni, Cu, Fe), 

Me-O-F or Me-Al-O-F are also formed. Moreover, 

There are Al-F and Al-O-F ion structures from room 

temperature to 700℃ and from 1050℃ to 1200℃;In the 

rearrangement and melting process of molten salt at 

800℃~1000℃,the ionic structure is mainly Al-O-F 

ion;Me-F and Me-O-F ion structures were not found at 

high temperature, this indicates that Al in Al-O-F 

complex ion structures is partially replaced by Fe, Ni or 

Cu to form MexAlaOyFz(z+2y-2x-3a)-. 
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Abstract: 

At present, traditional organic agents and catalyst have 

the lack of low efficiency, poor selectivity, toxicity, 

environmental pollution and so on. As a new type of 

green high efficient solvent and catalyst, deep eutectic 

solvents (DESs) have become one of the hotspots in the 

green chemistry field. In this paper, domestic and 

foreign research on DESs in separation and catalysis are 

reviewed in detail. Firstly, we summarize the 

characteristic properties of DESs. Secondly, the paper 

presents a review of DESs application in separation and 

catalysis. Thirdly, it point out the future research 

direction of DESs in separation and catalysis fields. All 

these provide comprehensive guidance in the future 

study and application of DESs. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10040 
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Abstract: 

A comprehensive kinetic model for methanation of 

syngas on Ni-Mo-SiO2 catalyst was developed on a 

fixed bed reactor data. The CO and H2 conversion, 

methane selectivity and yield were obtained in a wide 

range of operating conditions including 300 < T < 

450 ℃, 1 < H2/CO <4 and 0.1 < P < 1.5 MPa with the 

total weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) of 60000 

ml/h/g. A 6-step reaction scheme defined to the 

description of a reaction network that considers both 

catalytic and gas-phase as well as primary and 

consecutive reaction steps to predict the performance of 

the syngas methantion. Orthogonal design method was 

adopted to select test points with temperature, pressure 

and feed compositions as factors and the kinetic rates 

involved Langmuir – Hinshelwood equation kinetic 

model. The kinetic rate parameters were estimated 

using the Least Square Method by MATLAB. 

Comparing the experimental and model predicted data 

showed that presented model has a reasonable fit 

between the experimental data and the predicted values 

with average absolute relative deviation of ±9.8%. 
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Abstract: 

Polyimide films with Al2O3 composite layers were 

prepared by KOH solution surface hydrolysis, ion 

exchange and heat treatment. Scanning electron 

microscope (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), 

X-ray diffractometry (XRD), thermo gravimetric 

analyzer (TGA), breakdown voltage tester, high 

frequency pulse voltage machine were performed to 

characterize the micromorphology, thermal stability, 

mechanical properties, electric breakdown strength, and 

corona resistance time of composite films. Results 

indicated that the thermal properties of the composite 

film are better than the original film. The corona 

resistance time of the composite film was longer than 

that of the pristine film. The composite film had the 

longest corona resistance time and reached 101.2min 

while the KOH treatment time was 90min. 
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Abstract: 

The decomposition of ethanethiol by a corona radical 

injection system, using water vapor and O3 as radical 

source, was investigated. It is found that only 83.6% of 

ethanethiol can be decomposed in dry air flow with 

relative humidity of 13.4%. A proper quantity of water 

vapor injection can improve the decomposition 

efficiency, but which is not always increased. The 

maximum decomposition efficiency of 99.1% can be 

obtained in wet air flow with relative humidity of 74.7%. 

97.6% of ethanethiol can be decomposed when the 

relative humidity of gas flow is 51.6%, but it is found 

that only 76.3% of element sulfur is converted to SO2, 

based on sulfur balance. However, the conversion 

efficiency of sulfur to SO2 increases obviously with the 

increasing of O3 injection. The decomposition 

efficiency of ethanethiol and conversion efficiency of 

sulfur to SO2 can reach 99.8% and 95.3% respectively, 

when O3 is injected into the reactor by high voltage 

electrode tubes with concentration of 1 g/m3 and flow 

rate of 300 L/h. The decomposition products are SO2, 
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CO2 and H2O, while no organic product is found, based 

on which the decomposition mechanism is discussed. 

The weakest chemical bond C-S in ethanethiol 

molecule is firstly decomposed to •SH and •C2H5 

radicals. •SH can be oxidized to elemental sulfur and 

SO2, and •C2H5 is oxidized to CO2 and H2O. 
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Abstract: 

Abstract. In this paper, in order to compare the effects of 

viscosity about different viscous agents, study the 

reason why existence of optimum proportion in 

different viscous agents and the microscopic 

mechanism of viscosity, closed-cell aluminum foam 

was synthesized by melt foaming technique, on the one 

hand, to compare the effect on viscosity by 

macro-analysis (pore size, porosity, density of materials 

made by different viscous agents with optimum 

proportion), on the other hand, to propose the 

corresponding model to study the viscous process by 

micro-analysis (grain size and distribution of the 

viscous agent about all samples), finally, to have a better 

understanding of viscous agents. 
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Abstract: 

A novel blue-emitting phosphor, Li3Gd3Te2O12:Tm3+ 

for white light-emitting diodes (W-LEDs) was prepared 

by solid-state synthesis and its structure and 

luminescence properties were investigated. This 

phosphor shows a satisfactory blue performance (peak 

at 458 nm) due to the 1D2 → 3F4 transition of Tm3+ 

excited by 361 nm light. Investigation of Tm3+ content 

dependent emission spectra indicates that x = 0.03 is the 

optimum doping content of Tm3+ ions in the 

Li3Gd3Te2O12 host. The critical distance and the 

concentration quenching mechanism were also 

investigated. In particular, the color purity of 

as-prepared sample is close to that of the commercial 

blue phosphor BaMgAl10O17:Eu2+ (BAM:Eu2+). The 

present work suggests that the Li3Gd3Te2O12:Tm3+ 

phosphor is a potential blue-emitting candidate for the 

application in the near-UV WLEDs. 
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Abstract: 

A series of Mn-based spinels over TiO2 catalysts have 

been prepared with the impregnation method. Catalysts 

were comprehensively characterized using XRD, 

FESEM, H2-TPR, and the activity evaluation of 

NH3-SCR, while long-time stability tests and the effect 

of H2O on NH3-SCR were also investigated. 

Meanwhile, K poisoning effect was studied by 

preparing K-doped catalysts (K-Mn/TiO2, 

K-Cu-Mn/TiO2, K-Mg-Mn/TiO2 and K-Co-Mn/TiO2). 

According to the characterizations, Cu-Mn/TiO2, 

Mg-Mn/TiO2 and Co-Mn/TiO2 catalysts exhibited 

superior low-temperature SCR activity, stability, K 

resistance and H2O resistance due to the formation of 

spinels (MgMn2O4, CoMn2O4, CuMn2O4). 
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Abstract: 

This paper describes the oxidative dissolution kinetics 

of sulfides with gold occlusion within pyrite and 

arsenopyrite. Shake flask tests and column leaching of a 

low grade gold ore from China were carried out with 

domesticated mixed acidophiles isolated from acid 

mine drainage. Both tests show that the main factors 

accelerating sulfide oxidation were mainly temperature 

and redox potential. Column bio-oxidation of mineral 

with a particle size less than 10 mm at 60°C resulted in 

higher mineral decomposition, finer fractions and 

eventually higher sulfide oxidation than that at 30°C. 

Sulfide-S dissolution increased from 58% to 77% from 

30°C to 60°C after 247 d of bio-oxidation. Further 

investigation of microbial community attached to the 

ore surface and in the leachate during the bio-oxidation 

was done by Real-time PCR assays. Organism of genera 

Acidithiobacillus was the most dominant species in 

both leachate and ore surface at lower temperature. For 

the Archaea, the iron oxidizing microbial Ferroplasma 

showed its predominance at 60°C. Mineral dissolution 

kinetics and microbial community in bio-oxidation was 

lucubrated in this work and then  suggestions were 

provided for pre-treatment  of refractory gold ore. 
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Abstract: 

Turbulence agglomeration is an effective way to 

promote agglomeration of particles. The coupling of 

classic Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model with 

population balance model was used to simulate the 

agglomeration process. The simulation results show 

that turbulence agglomeration could reduce 56% of 

emission of fine particles less than 10 μm. Smallest 

particles less than 2 μm were easily be removed, while 

the removal values of particles with medium size was 

very low. The suitable spacing of vanes was benefit to 

remove the fine particles from gas flow. Small angle of 

the vanes could improve the removal of fine particles. 
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Abstract: 

Abstract. Silver(I) nanoclusters have attracted 

considerable attention not only owing to their structural 

diversity, but also due to the fluorescence, magnetic, 

electrochemical, gas sensing, and separation properties 

that they exhibit. The isolation of high-nuclearity silver 

clusters can be achieved through the self-assembly and 

crystallization process, and the structure of the 

precipitated crystalline nanophase is characterized by 

single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Follow this lead, we 

obtained four unprecedented high-nuclearity silver(I) 

sulfide-ethynide-thiolate clusters constructed with 

phosphonate ligands. 

  Single-crystal X-ray analysis reveals that these four 

silver clusters feature a core-shell structure with a 

diameter of 1-2 nm. Silver(I) aggregates tBuC≡C⊃Ag3, 

tBuC≡C⊃Ag4, and 2tBuC≡⊃Ag7 are bridged by tBuS- 

ligands to engender respective silver(I) ethynide 

thiolate clusters functioning as integral shell 

components, and different kinds of silver sulfide 

clusters serve as the core template in the center. 

Phosphonate ligands act as the structure-directing 

agents in the system and induce the formation of silver 

clusters with core-shell structure. The 

structure-directing effect of phosphonate ligands paves 

the way for the synthetic studies of other novel metal 

clusters exemplified by gold and copper, and also 
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provides possibilities for the synthesis of new materials. 

 

 

ID: MST2018_10129 

Title: Co-Polymers conjugate with fluorescent 

molecules for ratiometric temperature sensing 

through FRET 

Name: Zhaoyang Ding 

Affiliation: University of Macau 

Email: zhaoyangding@umac.mo 

 

Abstract: 

Temperature sensing in live cells could help to 

understand various biological reactions and functions. 

Herein, we report thermo-responsive polymers with two 

fluorescent molecules for ratiometric temperature 

sensing based on Förster resonance energy transfer 

(FRET) mechanism. The polymers were synthesized 

from two monomers N-isopropylacrylamide(NIPA) and 

N-Isopropylmethacrylamide(NIPmA), which show 

different LCSTs and thus provide different temperature 

response. The LCSTs of the polymers were 31.1 and 

48.6 °C, respectively. The fluorescent intensity of each 

polymers (peaked at 436 and 628 nm, respectively) 

decreased upon the heating of the polymer aqueous. 

When these two polymer aqueous solutions were mixed, 

the fluorescent intensity decrease at 436 nm and 

substantial fluorescence enhancement at 628 nm was 

observed with the increasing temperature. The 

intracellular temperature imaging of Hela cells by these 

ratiometric thermo-responsive polymers was explored. 

This LCSTs difference of two polymers showing 

ratiometric fluorescence change would have a potential 

impact on the various applications such as fluorescent 

thermometers and bioimaging.  

 

Advances in Physics: Technical Session  

ID: SCET2018_10022 

Title: PHOSPHOR CONVERTED WHITE LED 

WITH IMPROVED CRI 

Name: Pooja Yadav 

Affiliation: Assistant Professor 

Email: yadav.pooja75@yahoo.in 

 

Abstract: 

Most of the commercial white LED lamps use blue chip 

coated with yellow emitting phosphor. YAG:Ce3+ 

phosphor is coated on blue chip to obtain white light. 

Though this is commercially successful, there are 

several drawbacks such as ―halo effect‖, poor colour 

rendition, etc. In recent years several efforts have been 

made to improve LED lamp performance. In this paper 

modification of YAG:Ce phosphor for improving CRI, 

by introducing Gd3+ , Pr3+ or Tb3+ [5,6] at Ce3+ site is 

reported. 

 

 

ID: SCET2018_10023 

Title: Strontium thiogallate: An efficient green 

emitting phosphor for UV LEDs 

Name: Nilesh Meshram 

Affiliation: Assistant Professor 

Email: meshramnileshsd@gmail.com 

 

Abstract: 

In this paper we have reported green emission for 

europium activated strontium thiogallate. The phosphor 

is prepared by the precipitation method followed by 

heating at reducing atmosphere produced by the 

burning charcoal and characterized using XRD, PL and 

EL techniques. The phosphor SrGa2S4:Eu2+ gives 

intense green emission at 525 nm when excited by 400 

nm wavelength. LEDs were also fabricated by coating 

europium activated strontium thiogallate on 390 nm 

LED chip. Intense green LEDs were obtained which can 

be useful for new LED applications. This phosphor can 

also be a prominent green component for the fabrication 

of white LEDs from UV diodes. 

 

 

ID: SCET2018_10027 

Title: Accurate refractive index determination using 

realistic Fabry-Pérot cavities 

http://www.engii.org/scet2017/CAPS.aspx
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Name: Vicenta Sanchez 

Affiliation: Departamento de Física, Facultad de 

Ciencias, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 

Mexico City, Mexico 

Email: vicenta@unam.mx 

 

Abstract: 

Recent developments of thin-film Fabry-Pérot photonic 

resonant cavities have attracted considerable attention 

[1-3]. Such Fabry-Pérot cavities (FPC) consist of a 

central planar defect placed between two dielectric 

multilayer mirrors made of a periodic arrangement by 

alternating high and low refractive index materials with 

a quarter wave thickness. In general, the transmission 

spectrum of these cavities contains a narrow 

high-transmittance resonant peak, whose full width at 

half maximum (FWHM) exponentially decreases with 

the number of layers in the mirror [2]. This fact can be 

used for an accurate and real-time determination of the 

refractive index of liquids and gases found in the planar 

defect. In this work, a combined ab-initio and 

transfer-matrix study is carried out for a realistic 

Fabry-Pérot microcavity made of TiO_{2}/SiO_{2} 

considering interface atomic diffusions and possible 

layer thickness variations. The refractive indexes 

obtained from the density functional theory are used as 

the input of cavity transmittance calculations. The 

quality of a Fabry-Pérot cavity is monitored by the 

finesse and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 

its main resonant peaks. The results confirm the 

exponential decrease of FWHM with the number of 

layers and then an exponential growth of the finesse. An 

analytical solution for the optical transmittance of 

few-layer cavities is also presented. Furthermore, the 

results reveal a non-uniform shift of the optical 

transmission spectrum, due to the presence of a finite 

layer interface width or a layer thickness fluctuation, 

despite the absence of peak broadening. Finally, the 

ab-initio designed realistic Fabry-Pérot microcavity is 

used to measure the refractive index of air, CO_{2} and 

ethanol.  

This work has been partially supported by 

CONACyT-252943, UNAM-PAPIIT-IN114916 and 

UNAM-PAPIIT-IN116317. Computations were 

performed at Miztli of DGTIC-UNAM. 

[1] M. H. Bitarafan and R. G. DeCorby, On-chip 

high-finesse Fabry-Perot microcavities for optical 

sensing and quantum information, Sensors 17, 1748 

(2017). 

[2] M. Vignaux, F. Lemarchand, C. Grezes-Besset and J. 

Lumeau, In situ optical monitoring of Fabry-Perot 

multilayer structures: analysis of current techniques and 

optimized procedures, Optics Express 25, 18040 

(2017). 

[3] M. S. Rauscher, M. Schardt, M. H. Köhler, and A. W. 

Koch, Dual-channel mid-infrared sensor based on 

tunable Fabry-Pérot filters for fluid monitoring 

applications, Sensors and Actuators B 259, 420 (2018). 

 

 

ID: SCET2018_10031 

Title: Numeric and analytic investigation on phase 

diagrams and phase transitions of the ν=2/3 bilayer 

fractional quantum Hall systems 

Name: Yangdong Zheng 

Affiliation: Research and Development Department, 

Mitsubishi Electric (China) Company Limited 

Email: zhengyd09@163.com 

 

Abstract: 

The phase diagrams and phase transitions of a typical 

bilayer fractional quantum Hall (QH) system with 

filling factor ν=2/3 at the layer balanced point are 

investigated theo-retically by finite size 

exact-diagonalization calculations and an exactly 

solvable mod-el. We find some basic features 

essentially different from the bilayer integer QH 

sys-tems at ν=2, reflecting the special characteristics of 

the fractional QH systems. The degeneracy of the 

ground states occurs depending on the difference 

between intralayer and interlayer Coulomb energies, 

when interlayer tunneling energy (ΔSAS) gets close to 

zero. The continuous transitions of the finite size 

systems between the spin-polarized and 

spin-unpolarized phases are determined by the 

competition between the Zeeman energy (ΔZ) and the 

electron Coulomb energy, and are almost not affected 

by ΔSAS. 
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ID: SCET2018_10004 

Title: Specimen variation effects on XRF analysis by 

the Monte Carlo method: thicknesses, densities and 

particle sizes 

Name: Hefan LIU 

Affiliation: Chengdu Research Academy of 

Environmental Sciences 

Email: lhf@cdaes.cn 

 

Abstract: 

This theoretical study conducted an X-ray fluorescence 

(XRF) analysis on specimen variation, with emphasis 

on variations on the thicknesses, density and particle 

sizes of specimens. The theoretical formula for X-ray 

fluorescence intensity was derived. These specimen 

variations were simulated using Monte Carlo 

Neutron-Particle Transport Code MCNP5. The Cu 

element X-ray characteristic peak counts were 

calculated. These variations made a conspicuous impact 

on the fluorescence intensity X-ray character-istic, in 

terms of theoretical formulas and calculations. There 

was a nonlinear relation-ship between thicknesses and 

count, except for thin specimens. As the density 

in-creased, the count increased in an exponential form 

for the saturated thick specimens. When the density 

reached 1 , the count remained constant. The matrix 

materials (moisture) could increase the matrix effects. 

The higher the moisture was, the greater the matrix 

effect was. Specimen particle size also affects these 

measurement results. Hence, these specimens must be 

prepared before measurement. The calculations were 

consistent with the theoretical formulas. 

 

 

ID: SCET2018_10005 

Title: Flatly broadened and highly coherent 

supercontinuum generation by induced modulation 

instability in ANDi-PCF 

Name: Chunfu Cheng 

Affiliation: Hubei University of Technology 

Email: chengchunfu@126.com 

 

Abstract: 

In this paper, a flatly broadened and highly coherent 

supercontinuum generation by induced modulation 

instability in ANDi-PCF is proposed. The numerical 

results show that the bandwidth of supercontinuun can 

be increased by increasing the modulation depth and the 

coherence property of supercontinuum can be improved 

with the optimal modulation frequency. A highly 

coherent supercontinuum with the 10 dB bandwidth of 

1305 nm and the flatness of less than 10 dB can be 

obtained when seeding at the modulation depth of 0.3 

and modulation frequency of 24 THz. 

 

 

ID: SCET2018_10010 

Title: Controlled Fusion Strategy Using 

Ultra-Intense Laser Derived Positron Generation 

for Initiation 

Name: Robert LeMoyne 

Affiliation: Independent 

Email: rlemoyne07@gmail.com 

 

Abstract: 

A controllable strategy for eliciting nuclear fusion is 

presented through ultra-intense laser derived positron 

generation by a conceptual first physics perspective. 

The capability to generate positrons on-demand in a 

controlled manner through an ultra-intense laser 

incident on a high atomic number target, such as gold, is 

the intrinsic core to the foundation of controllable 

nuclear fusion. Positron antimatter generated from the 

pe-riphery of the fusion fuel pellet provides the basis for 

initiating the fusion reaction, which is regulated by 

controlling the operation of the ultra-intense laser. A 

dual pulsed Fast Ignition mechanism is selected to 

achieve the fusion reaction. Based on first physics 

performance analysis the controllable strategy for 

eliciting nuclear fusion through ul-tra-intense laser 

derived positron generation offers a realizable means 

for achieving reg-ulated nuclear fusion. A future 

perspective of the controllable fusion strategy addresses 

the opportunities and concerns of a pathway toward 

regulated nuclear fusion.
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Part V  Instructions for Presentations 

 

Oral Presentation 

Devices Provided by the Conference Organizing Committee: 

 Laptops (with MS-office & Adobe Reader) 

 Projectors & Screen 

 Laser Sticks 
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Materials Provided by the Presenters: 

    PowerPoint or PDF files 

Duration of each Presentation: 

    Regular Oral Session: 15-20 Minutes of Presentation 

    Plenary Speech: 40-50 Minutes of Presentation 

 

Poster Presentation 

Materials Provided by the Conference Organizing Committee: 

 X Racks & Base Fabric Canvases (60cm×160cm, see the figure below) 

 Adhesive Tapes or Clamps 

Materials Provided by the Presenters: 

 Home-made Posters 

Requirement for the Posters: 

 Material: not limited, can be posted on the Canvases 

 Size: smaller than 60cm×160cm 

 Content: for demonstration of the presenter‘s paper 

Part VI  Hotel Information 

About Hotel 

Guilin Grand Link Hotel (桂林桂山华星酒店) locates on the bank of Li River in the beautiful city of Guilin which 

enjoys the fame as ―having the best scenery in China‖. Facing the city badge the Elephant Trunk Hill across the river and 

adjacent to the Seven Star Park and ZiZhou Island Park. It is only 10 minutes‘ ride to the downtown city, the railway station, 

the Hi-tech Industrial Zone and International Exhibition & Conference Center, 45 minutes to Guilin Liangjiang 

International Airport. It is the only luxury garden resort hotel on the Li River bank and near the gardens. 

 

Address: No. 42 Chuanshan Road, Guilin City, Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, China 

地址：中国广西壮族自治区桂林市穿山路 42号 

Tel: +86-773-319 9999  
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Fax：+86-773-319 9998 

Website: www.guishanhotel.com 

E-mail：sales@guishanhotel.com 

 

For non-Chinese author, please show the following info to the driver if you take a taxi: 

请送我到：中国广西壮族自治区桂林市穿山路42号桂林桂山华星酒店 

 

 

Contact Us 

Organizing Committee 

Secretary: Ms. Rolin 

Email: scet@engii.org 

Tel: +86 151 7233 0844 

http://www.guishanhotel.com/
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QQ: 741494290; 3025797047 

WeChat: engii_vivian 

Linkedin: SCET Conference 


